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. . . THE POIGNANT EPIC OF A MAN,
AND THE UNCLE WHO LUSTS FOR HIM . ..

"My husband, Donald, is a
Sergeant 1st Class in the Army.
He's been a prisoner in Vietnam
for 4 years.
They're bargaining to get the
prisoners released.
But what I want to know...
is he still alive? Is he well?
I can't find out.
Hanoi won't tell our government.
Hanoi won't tell me."

There need be no ''bargaining table''
when the plea is for humane
treatment of prisoners of war.

T

HE prisoner-of-war issue is
complex and confusing. It is
loaded with political overtones and emotional tension.
But one side of the prisoner-ofwar issue is simple. That's the
part which deals with the condition of prisoners.
Who are they? Where are they?
How are they?
Those are the questions the
families of American prisoners
want answered. Those are the
questions the conscience of the
world wants answered ... now.
Of course, they want the war to
end and the prisoners of war to be
released as soon as possible.
But meanwhile there is no need
for Hanoi and its allies to delay

+

American Red Cross

even a day in answering this plea:
Admit official neutral observers into the prison camps in North
Vietnam, South Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos, where Americans
are being held in secret captivity.
Assure the world, through these
neutral observers, that American
prisoners are being decently and
humanely treated, according to
the standards of civilized nations.
Hanoi can do this without
bargaining, even without consultation.
By opening the prisons now
to official neutral observers, Hanoi
would earn the gratitude of millions of Americans and find new
stature in the eyes of the world.
We ask and pray they will.

SUPPORT
OUR PLEA
TOHANOI
AND ITS ALLIES:
Clear away the doubts Open your prison camps to
neutral observers ...
now!
We ask no more than we give. All American
and South Viemamese prison camps are in~ected regularly by official neutral observersThe In temationa I Committee 0f the Red Cross.
Advertising contributed for the public good
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National League of Families of American Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia.
1608 "K" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006
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Editorials
Resistance vs. Servitude
The old questions of war vs. peace, servitude vs.
resistance are still very much with us. And the saga
which accompanies it, the lustfulness of the uncle
image for the healthy, youthful men who can help
to once again prove in a strange, ethnocentric way
his country's rightfulness to the world.
The characters, the scenario and method change
periodically but the essence remains: that .this lust
for healthy men is outright obscene - even overtly
masochistic for both the nation and the individuals.
Politics, economics and ideology being what
they are, a country, once it has attached itself to
the cancer of ethnocentrism - which is exactly what
our foreign policy amounts to despite the fact that,
sociologically speaking, we are not a true ethnic
group - will never again be cured and remain at
peace. History bears this out quite well. No politician be he democratic, republican, liberal, conservative or even radical can doctor this cancer.
So that just about rules the war vs. peace
question out of order. The other question, however,
is somewhat different. But before we examine the
aspects of resistance and servitude, let's take a look
at what the armed services have been in the past.
The venerable old uncle has always managed to
find the men to satisfy his cancerous lust: at first it
was honorable and rewarding to serve the armed
forces, one could hold his heac.. high and with servitude behind him, it was a key to respect; further on
it became expected of ?311 fit men to fill an obligation of birth, to say "thank you," to insure the
perpetuation of• the American Dream - one could
pass on stories to a grandchild; then it became more
of a personal incentive whereby a young man could
"see the world," and "become a man," it was a
certain way to cure wanderlust and possibly bring
home a bride - later one could sit in endless bars
over endless beers with endless tales of duty served
and bravery.
All of these have developed into important influences on the culture and, indeed, have even
brought forth sub-cultures of their own. Conscription has always maintained a role in this mass
culture, never quite the same as the volunteer, however. But one attitude was consistent: one was
tapped, so one went, knowing full well that his
equals would also be called and serve with him:
Not so today. A new factor has added to a new
variation in the "draft/war" subculture, splitting it
somewhat down the middle. We are now faced with

n,a

a form of conscription which is, in fact,
"selective" at all, but rather random - replacing t19
oldstyle solidarity kind of "draft/war" subculture
with a schizoid sub-culture: those who served on
one side, those who have not on the other. And
that's not to mention all those who found it
morally impossible to remain a part of either - those
who have found refuge in Canada, Sweden, et. al.
One might well view the entire random or lottery draft somewhat paranoically but nonetheless
validly as the administration's attempt to deliberately divide a potentially strong and viable and
perhaps "radical" sub-culture. Is it too idealistic to
expect that we can all unite in a massive resistance
campaign (they can't jail us all)? Regretably, it
seems obvious that this is not a reality. And as conscientious, respectful people we cannot ridicule
those who do answer the tap for we are each stepping to the beat of a slightly different drum. We .
can only empathize with them and engage in acts
of resistance for them, in their behalf. All individual
acts of resistance are ultimately one · woven together in a mesh that will be impervious to further
war and conscription. This can be the solidarity of our age; our own sub-culture, unlike the previous
ones which, when strong enough can bring the war
machine and SS numbers to an end.
Thus, in answer to the two original questions: wa
begets servitude, servitude begets war: resistance
begets peace, peace begets unity. We must be willing.
ASE

The Court As Defendant
On Friday, 3 December, 1971 the meeting of
the USG Judicial Council ended prematurely
without solving the specific business of deliberating
on the briefs that had been brought before the
council.
The hearing turned into a "sham" - a word
slinging free-for-all where victory lay in the throat
of the speaker. And many were victorious. The
contest was a four-way street - both sides right, and
both sides wrong .
The sham was the result of a blatant lack of
respect for the court by the persons that the court
is supposed to serve. The sham was the result of a
lack of research , thorough preparation, and a
definition of the end that the court wished to serve.
Broad rules by the justices, and an unspoken
policy of "making the rules as they played the
game" provoked the mockery. Hence, an overt dissatisfaction, facietiousness , and the dissolution of
the Friday hearing.
Why was the session ended so abruptly? Was it
to stifle the remarks and stinging questions of the
students? Or was it ended so that the justices could
clear the room, and work towards clearing the haze
of interpretation that make the rules of the game?
It seems that the primary cause of the 3
December disruption lay in the shakiness of the
cornerstone on which the Council is built - the USG
constitution.
The points that the prosecuters, in this case the
students, questioned, and that the defendants, or
justices, maintained is due to the interpretation of
an extremely elastic constitution. Specifically:
Article V, Section II, Subsection 1 of the USG
constitution states that "the Judicial Council may
not function with less than four members ."
Ambiguity: Function : Does this mean that the
council must have four members present at a
meeting, or hearing in order to deliberate on a case?
Or does this mean that the council need have only
four elected members, and only a part of that
elected body present to rule on a case?
Another point that depicts the unlimited tensile
strength of the constitution is that "the Judicial
Council shall meet within one week after the filing
date of a case." (Art. V, Sec. III, C.)

Is "meet" defined as a coming together of only
the justices that will rule on the case? Or is "meet"
defined as a coming together of justices, prosecuters, and defendants in a court hearing? One week
of seven consecutive days, or one week of seven
consecutive school days?
Section III, Subsection F-7 of the same article
holds that a function of the Judicial Council is "to
give an opinion on interpretation of the USG
Constitution and the constitutions of all approved
organizations upon the request of either House of
Congress."
Iri amicus curiae I offer the point that an
opinion is not a ruling; advice is not law.
"All decisions and rulings must be made by a
majority of the justices . (Section III, Subsection
F-8)"
Which majority of which justices? Is a ruling
effective if the number of justices constituting the
majority is either not known or not present? At this
time, there is a question as to how many persons
actually serve as legally elected justices on Buffalo
State College's Judicial Council. One (two?) of the
justices was not present at the Friday hearing. The
same one (two?) did not serve as a deliberating
member of the council on the briefs that were filed
prior to the 3 December session.
Judjcial Council was established with more than
one ruling justice, a wise move on the part of the
original USG constitution committee. In a constitutional case, a pooling together of facts and
general knowledge is imperative in the construction
of a fair decision. In the I 'affair de couer a variety
of views and opinions on rulings is necessary in the
construction of a fair decision.
The Judicial Council was designed to serve the
students of this campus. It will be able to better
serve those students if the questions, ambiguities,
and definitions are determined and solved - tightly,
and unequivocably.
Demanding undue respect has only solicited a
stream of pathetic, court fool antics by jesters that
hold themselves as a mirror to the judiciary itself. A
solution? Possibly, the construction of a tighter
courtyard with posted rules of play would provoke
the respect that the court was denied. Before
attempting to interpret USG, perhaps USG should
attempt to define the court. BC
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Conscientious Objector
•

Ill

Progress
•

If the tone of this little history of my encounters with the Selective Service System seems a
bit oppressed or depressed, it is because I have an
Induction Order for December 8, the day this magazine is to be issued . You may be reading this while
I am at the Induction Center. As for what I will do
once I get down there, I can't say yet. But I can
tell you about all the interesting things that I did to
be rewarded with this predicament.
To begin, last February I found myself, along
with 100 other young, draft eligible men, seated in
the Induction Center on Main Street, waiting for
our romp through . the Pre-Induction Physical ceremonies. What a cheerful sight, to see all of us asking
the Sergeant to read off our lottery numbers just to
be sure that our boards had not made a mistake
with our ranks. There was a lot of good-natured
kidding as everyone listened to those low ones being
called out "You've got a 13, kid!" and "You've got
76, buddy!" Just cheerful.
The physical was really kind of amusing. All
one hundred of us standing ir all kinds of interesting and instructive lines, finding out who had wax
in their ears and who had low blood pressure. One
of my fondest memories has to be when they tested
our blood pressure. On the physical sheet, there are
three spaces that have to be filled in: blood pressure
after one, two and three minutes. The
doctor
places a black band around your arm, pumps you
up so many hundreds of pounds, lets the device set
on your arm for a few seconds, efficiently reads the
dial, and places that reading in all three spaces.
Next to the time test it says, "Blood pressure after
exercise." This exercise consisted of twelve of us
forming two lines, facing each other, putting our
arms out, rotating our wrists, pulling our arms back,
squatting down and taking three steps, Donald Duck
style. As we stood up, the doctor went around,
listening to our hearts. One guy down the end of
the other line must have had a pretty piss-poor
heart because when the doctor got to him and
heard his heart, he started yelling for the other doctors to come down and have a listen. Poor guy, just

GEORGE HOWELL

not Army material. He probably died of a heart
attack walking down the stairs from the physical.
All during the proceedings, I kept having a
panicky case of wandering mind. My head kept
jumping from all the advantages and privileges one
has in the Air Force, to all the moral self-decency I
could feel if I went the C.O .. route. Each of course,
had its advantages. If I went into the Air Force, as I
had ·been seriously thinking of for the past few
years, I figured I'd probably qualify for a good job,
would meet other guys like myself who really didn't
want to be in the military but who could grin and
bear it. Not only that, but I'd probably never have
anything to do with combat- which reminds me of a
cartoon in Playboy where . you can see the pilot
talking to another guy in the plane's cockpit, while
millions of bombs are falling out of its belly; the
caption under the drawing reads, "I just make
believe that there's nobody down there." In the Air
Force, I'd probably never have to bomb anyone
myself, but I'd be doing a good job making sure
that somebody else could, and that is a little more
than guilt by association.
The other alternative was equally ambiguous. I
never liked mass violence very much, and I had serious doubts about the war in Viet Nam. I have a
strong moral backround that has always placed
strong value on responsibility for all my actions,
which is essential to any C.O.'s outlook. However, I
wasn't sure that I met the religious qualifications.
·
Also, I wasn't sure that I opposed all wars. And of
course, there was always the hassle of sitting in W'.J
Harrisburg for two years because my board and I
tlidn 't see eye to eye.
6

(cont'd on page 22)

•

the direction of his course. For in becoming a
sincerely dedicated civil disobedient it is possible to
step away from the natural flow of living and to
make a decision rather than accepting the decision
of another .
In a sense, personal conscience and public
responsibility cannot be separated . This is because
personal acts can have a great effect on larger
groups of people. Because of this, the decision one
makes in becoming a civil disobedient must reflect
serious consideration of the far-reaching consequences. The concern should not be for personal
gratification, but for serious analysis and exposition
of a particular problem with a constructive motive
intended. Of course, a well meant purpose does not
change the illegality involved, but it can expose improper methods of dealing with certain problems.
There are many objections raised toward the
practice of civil disobedience which deal with the
attitude that a civil disobedient, whether or not he
be morally responsible for his act, is wrong in
existing laws for any purpose. Apparently this arises
from the opinion that once a community has been
organized and restrained with laws, these laws are
the best designed thus far, and any attempt at
change should confine itself within the boundaries
of the law. Regardless of the validity of this point,
another point should be made--this is the relation
between law and personal committment. The law is
a man-made order. It is an attempt at consistence in
an inconsistent world. While laws greatly facilitate
the protection and structure of men and their lives,
it undertakes an immense task. For often it involves
itself (many times unavoidably) with the ethical
constitution of man. It is
relatively simple to
create a law which insists upon the registration of
all automobiles, for this is a rather neutral request.
However, many other laws pit the individual, not
only against other men, but against a faceless
system. These laws attempt to evoke a constant set
of values i.e. participation in the draft. The problem
is that registration of vehicles does not threaten a
man's moral code, while the draft may do so.
Therefore, considering total obedience to "the
law" as a necessity does not allow for consideration
of the different implications of the laws. While all
laws must be considered the legal measurement of
themselves, they are not consistent in their aims.
Obviously anyone can violate any law he
chooses, but any violation must be considered an
illegal act because the standards, however arbitrary
and unfair, have been broken. The measure of the
morality of such an act can only be dealt with on a
personal level, for just as morality cannot be legislated, it can neither be judged by laws. In the end,
the consequences must be met regardless of their
validity and man is left to his own devices to deal
with responsibility to others and responsibility to
himself.

JAN NUZZO

MIND'S EYE
CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE

Under loose examination, the act of civil disobedience is often sub-divided into two aspects.
These are, disobedience as a matter of public duty
and responsibility. The conflict lies within the
inconsistency with which the total community of
man regards mankind. Specifically, this is the difference between personal committment and public
conscience.
Of course, the act of purposely defying manmade law must be recognized as revolving around
many ramifications which are sometimes hidden,
sometimes misunderstood. But the stark choice
which a civil disobedient must make, assuming his
sincerity, is whether or not to trust his own moral
judgement above the will of the people (loosely
manifested through laws).
Perhaps the difficulty is that man was not
satisfied with the most basic rules that he created.
As civilization evolved, it became more and more
difficult for him to adjust to the insecurity of large
numbers. The prospect of having more people and
thus more problems may have been responsible in
part for a defensive move--- the creation of laws
which often departed from neutral ground and
involved themselves with morality. And so the
problem becomes clearer-- man cannot legislate
morality. He can try to set up a system to facilitate
everyday living, but he cannot approach the conscience of another with an authority reserved for his
own conscience. Therefore, while we must consider
everyone as a part of the human community with
rights and responsibilities, we must also recognize
the existence of personal rights and responsibilities.
Often the argument is made which attempts to
elevate the status of the personal conscience over
the good of the majority. This, however, ultimately
reverts to the fact that regardless of who makes this
judgement, it is only a matter of opinion, and of
course, these opinions result from individual values
which are in no way universally consistent.
Perhaps it is because man now has so little
control over his own life that he strives to take
advantage of those situations where he can exercise
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• JOSEPH H . BUNZEL

GERONTOPHOBIA

More than twenty years ago it was quite
obvious that the most exploited , the most unwanted
group in the American society - perhaps with the
exception of the American Indian - were the
Elderly . Old age started for many at 45; retirement
was compulsory; social security was not general by
any means ; there was no health insurance except at
prohibitive cost and professionals who dared working for the Wagner-Murray-Dingell bill could be
deprived of their livlihood.
Much has been achieved in the intervening
years. Today gerontology: the science of ageing and
geriatrics: the medical specialty concerned with the
aged are respected and social gerontology has
become an occasionally well-endowed gentleman's

a

paradise .

At the moment of this writing the White House
Conference on Ageing meets to give policy and
direction to the wishes and needs of the elderly .
Some 3500 delegates selected, elected and appointed by organizations, communities, states, and
the federal government are deliberating in the fond
hope that every opinion will be heard before the
administration makes up its collective honorable
mind to fit these wishes and needs into the sociopolitical-economic fabric of the great American
society.
Innumerable discussions over the past months,
and indeed years, have shaped and sharpened these
proposals and millions are hoping against hope that
the failure of the 1961 Conference will not be repeated. Nevertheless such failure is almost certain,
in spite, or perhaps because of the horrifying out-

pouring of good will. After all , we all know full
well where the road lea'ds to that is paved with
good intentions.
The trouble lies not with the elderly , not with A
Congress , and not even with the customary. ,
hypocrisy of the administration , although it may
well prevent any real results. It lies with the inability and incredible unwillingness of the "leaders"
to recognize a sickness which is rampant in the
land : Gerontophobia : the unreasonable fear and/or
irrational hatred of the elderly by society and themselves. Twenty per cent of the population, according
to our studies, are infected, in varying degrees ;
sometimes the young males more than the middle
aged females ; some ethnic groups more than others;
the results are not all in ; lack of money , staff official and interest have prevented us from reaching
final conclusions.
If twenty per cent of the population would
suffer from say, claustrophobia, money , staff and
official interest would be immediately available ; it
would mean, for instance a redesigning of all elevator shafts. But it is much simpler to declare that
this attitude toward the elderly , while unpleasant,
should be changed, and deny the sick character
which assigns twenty million persons to the scrap
heap , in a society which is posessed by the ideals of
youth, health and work .
Thus , we find medical gerontophobia among
physicians and the medical establishment, including
gerontologists and geriatricians who set out to help • ·
the elderly ; legal gerontophobia in the halls of the
legislatures, the courts, and the legal profession;
architectural gerontophobia and others in the realm
of the social gerontophobiac including social workers, and all those who can not stand the autonomy
and integrity of the elderly individual ; who frown
on their courtship and sex mores; who try to force
their politics on them.
The only exception is economic gerontophobia
which is underdeveloped indeed, because it has
become abundantly clear that the elderly constitute
a new and largely untapped market in spite of the
fact that many must live below the poverty line; for
even they are most cruelly exploited by the medical, the legal, the social work establishments, as
well as by landlords, hotels and real estate and insurance interests, to name a few .
Thus not the individual aged but society needs
education, change and readjustment.
Unless the fact and causes of the disease are
recognized qua disease, there are only palliatives,
only a quantative hope; unless a well-financed and
planned mass educational campaign together with
insights therapy of the widest order is instituted,
unless its youth will reconsider and turn around,
this society will suffer and perish as all societies
have suffered who have deliberately relinquished or
were forced to abandon their old and the values for
which they stand.
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Stop mealtime polluti 0 n

Give the Non-Smoker a Break at the Table

Interview with the Buffalo Five

IN THE NAME OF ALL CHILDRE

0 n the night•of Saturday, August 21, 1971, the
JEANNE MAHONEY

Buffalo Five were arrested by FBI agents and
Buffalo police in the old Federal Building in Buffalo
while attempting to destroy draft records and remove files from the office of army intelligence.
(STRAIT 29 September) They were arraigned later
Sunday and charged with theft of government
property, destruction of government property, and
committing a crime on a federal reservation. At a
pre-trial hearing on August 31 , the five were ordered held for further action by the federal grand
jury. Indictments against the five on charges of conspiracy, theft of government property, and burglary
were announced by U.S. attorney general John
Mitchell on Sept. 30, 1971. Since then they have
made appearances on several campuses, on tele+ANN MASTERS:
26;
raised in Buffalo where she
attended Mt. St. Mary
Academy and the University of Buffalo. She spent
one year as a Vista Volunteer in the south Bronx
area of NYC . For the last
two years she has been
teaching a course in
Human Relations for the
City University of New
York , Adult Education
Programs.

vision, and at countless living room raps addressing
themselves to the compelling reasons which led
them to act.
· The five, Chuck Darst, Maureen (Meaux)
Considine, Ann l'v13sters, Jim Martin and Jeremiah
Horrigan agreed to let me interview them for Strait,
however, once gathered, the interview turned into a
much less formal conversation among the Five
themselves, my husband Mack, and myself. Since
they have answered "interview " questions so often
and since the facts of their action and their arrest
are so widely known, and also since the conversation touched on so many related but not so
frequently discussed topics, it seemed much better
to let it stand in this informal state rather than
force it into an interview situation. What follows is
a condensation of a 1½ hour taped conversation.
JEREMIAH HORRIGAN+:

21; raised in Buffalo where
he attended Canisius high
school; went to Fordham
University where he participated in anti-ROTC activities and peace campaigns.
also operated Resistance
Bookstore in Ithaca, N .Y.,
worked on the Harrisburg
Defense Committee and
was arrested in Washington, D .C. during the May
Day activities.

CONSIDINE: 21; attended
school in Buffalo; spent four years at St.
Mary's College in Notre Dame, Indiana;
throughout her summers she worked for the
Christian Appalachian Project; after participating in the student strike after US invasion of Cambodia in Spring of 1970 she left
school to work as a student co-ordinator for
Congressional peace candidate Tom
Flaherty. This past spring she taught a
course on the Theology and Psychology of
the Theory of Non-Violence and a social
problems seminar at Mount Saint Joseph's
Academy in Buffalo. She has been active in
the Buffalo Harrisburg Defense Committee.
+MAUREEN

--CHARLES LEE DARST:

22; grew up in eastern
Kentucky and Nashv ille;
entered the University of
Notre Dame; destroyed his
draft card on October 15,
1969 with six others at
Notre Dame including two
professors and a girl during
the Offertory of a mass for
peace; left Notre Dame in
1970 to work on a book
of poetry, short stories
and essays written by his
older brother who died in
1969, he was a member of

the Catonsville 9. Chuck
taught at the Free University at Notre Dame before
coming to Buffalo in December 1970 where he became active in the Harrisburg Defense Committee.
JIM MARTIN~: Born and
raised in Michigan . He
spent 8 years study ing for
the missionary priesthood.
After leaving the seminary
he joined the Peace Corps
and spent one year in
Gambia, West Africa.

JEREMIAH : People ask us who our action was directed to wards - the lawmakers 7 It wasn 't to petition the government.
e didn't hope to change the draft laws. We were appealing
rectly to the people in Buffalo . We didn't ir.tend to be
caught - we wanted to make the action itself unavoidable . Now
that we 've been caught I feel I have to make myself unavoidable . People have to confront me . I feel l have to let
them know it was a legitimate action - illegal but legitimate .
CHUCK : I don 't see the action so much in a political context ,
I view the action more in the historical context - in the same
vein as other non-violent acts of direct resistance and also as a
thorn in the side of the community . They can 't ignore it.
Although Meaux doesn't like the term, I like to think of it as
sort of an invitation to people to live a different kind of life .
MEAUX : It should be more of a challenge than an invitation .
An invitation is too easy a thing to get out of, but a challenge
puts it in a different context .
JEANNE : As far as reaching the people in Buffalo and as far as
it being an invitation or a challenge , the fact that you were
caught enhances these possibilities. For instance, the three re cent actions in Niagara Falls , Batavia and Geneseo can pretty
much be ignored by the community but the public can't
ignore your action because you 're before them and you keep
challenging them .
CHUCK : I think the only reason the public can ignore actions
that are successful - successful in that those who did them get
away is because there aren 't enough of them . If a draft board
was being ripped off on the average of one a day , it would be
something that the public couldn't ignore.
JEANNE : But would they feel that they, personally had to
meet this challenge 7
JEREMIAH : Probably not as much as if the people involved
were caught , surfaced or created for themselves an alternative.
The alternative in our action was the possibility of getting
away with the army intelligence files . An alternative to being
arrested or surfacing is pretty necessary - extremely necessary .
There's something to the personal witness thing that you just
can't get around. Very few actions have created good alternatives. Those in my mind that have are the Medea and the
Pentagon papers. When the Pentagon papers came out they
were also Daniel Ellsberg's Pentagon papers - he eventually
surfaced, and he wanted publicity when he surfaced .
MACK : Getting back to Chuck 's comment about one-a-day
rip-offs, what do you think would really happen if there were
an increasing number of draft boards being ripped off?
CHUCK : I'm sensitive to that portion of society that would
decry that as acts of guerilla violence and would ask for increased security around those things and greater punishment
under the law for people caught doing those acts, but I think
there is a significant, if not larger, portion of society that
would begin to realize what the draft really means both to
Americans being drafted and to Asians and Latin Americans
being killed under the ugly hand of the American military and probably people would be Jumping on the bandwagon liberals anyway - to abolish the draft . That's the best I could
hope for anyway.
MEAUX: I wonder how different it would be if there were a
sprinkling of people getting caught along with a lot of people
getting away. I'm really gald that we 're here now after these
three other rip-offs and that we're able to speak to that because there is some serious educational work that has to be
done and that responsibility has kind of fallen to us. The
people involved couldn't do it. Somebody has got to get to
people and tell them important things such as not being able
to be drafted with an incomplete file - plus that there's the
whole thing Chuck was saying about what the draft really is.
Without people like us around attempts would be made to
cover these things up as much as possible .

"We wanted to make
the action itself unavoidable"
JEREMIAH : There's a thing in the New and Improved East
Coast Conspiracy statement that really strikes me - its addressed to Hoover, Mitchell and Nixon and I think it can be
applied to the general population , that one of the hopes of the
people who did these three actions and that we've since
become spokesmen for , is that these three people and the
American population has to recognize that Guatamalans are
people , Dominicans are people , Vietnamese are people . Somehow there is that really narrow perspective (and people on the
left are as much subject to this as others) that when American
casualties drop somehow things are better - that it makes little
or no difference that , as in the case of Vietnam , more people
are being killed daily . There's the feeling that just because
American boys aren't dying nobody else is dying - and that's
what Nixon has been able to use - just winding down the war
show - increased bombing raids but bringing the boys back
home or a percentage back home by election year. Somehow
the war is out of the consciousness of people. We've got to
have that real hope that somehow we can begin to regard
everybody as people - as people that are being killed or as
victims that are just there for the taking - for the napalm and
the pellet bombs. We 've got to realize that there is no difference between an American mother and a Vietnamese mother
and that people are people are people are people .
MA c K : Do you think that successful draft board raids
(successful in that files are destroyed and the raiders get away
clean) are a good educational tool , since you don 't have the
publicity that is drawn by having the raiders around to explain
the rationale behind the action ?
ANN: Well, as with any educational tool, it depends on how
you use it. There have to be people that are around to use it
right. There has to be some kind of organized system for getting the news out to people because the press isn't going to do
it . I think that the only reason the New and Improved East
Coast Conspiracy actions made headlines was because of our
action . It was something that was familiar to people - but it
wasn't headlines for Jong and probably nothing will ever be
printed about it again unless people are caught. It 's sensationalism and the press isn't interested in education - so there have
to be groups of people around who are concerned with the
educational value of any action.
MACK: So you're really dependent on sources other than
media sources for education.
ANN : Oh yes. I think that kind of organization is really important . There have to be organizations who are committed on
their own level to high risk - because certainly this kind of
situation is high risk. Metro-Act in Rochester really put themselves on the line printing and leafleting and distributing news
about the East Coast Conspiracy because they left themselves
open to grand jury subpoenas. So that when we talk about
risk, about change , there are different levels of that. People
take those risks on different levels to accomplish different
things.
JEREMIAH : One of the things I've run into and I think we've
all run into - the kids being called kids and being thought of as
such. Some people profess a lot of hope in the younger generation and decry their own generation. I feel that that's really
a defensive way of looking at things. When are parents going to
stop Jetting their kids do it all 7 When are parents going to get
their heads busted and stop cheering their children?
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(cont 'd. on page 25)

EDUCATED GHOSTS WRITE FOR PROFIT

NEW~

A ghost writing company started in Denver , Colorado , and extended to campuses across the nation , expects
to sell more than $100 ,000 worth of term papers , master 's thesis and doctoral disertations during the academic
year .
Research and Educational Associates, Ltd . (REA) , is a limited stock company with five youthful shareholders . The research and writing is supervised by Larry Groeger , 20 , and undergraduate philosophy major at
Denver's Metropolitan State College . If all goes well REA 's founders expect to double or even triple their
expanse before next spring . Recruiting an expert staff is no problem , Groeger says . Because so many college
graduates can 't find jobs, REA simply advertises for ghosts in the help wanted columns of local papers .
Dr. Frederick P. Thieme , an administrator of the University of Colorado , makes the observation : " It's a sad
and lamentable thing. Apparently we 've over-emphasised the importance of a degree ." REA charges $3 to $4 per
page, depending on the subject 's difficulty and the amount of research required . Most of the clients , Groeger
says, are sincere persons who do not feel prepared by the university and find the demands of the professors
unreasonable . He added, "Usually they 're rich kids ." Even rich kids run short of cash occasionally, but soon
REA's papers will be able to be bought through Bank-Americard or Master Charge .
ZERO AID FOR ZERO GROWTH

John C. Mahoney , an officer of Zero Population Growth (ZPG) , said that the developed nations should cut
off aid to India and some South American nations and let the people there starve. His position was that aid from
the U.S., the Soviet Union , and China should only go to countries that can make use of it "and then we should
tie it to a very strong population policy ."
Walace Irwin, a U.S. diplomat said that Montgomery's suggestion was politically unrealistic . The three
nations are competing for the friendship of the other nations , " and letting a whole nation starve isn 't likely to
win their friendship," he said. Two students at a regional conference challenged Montgomery's assertion that
China "has one of the best population policies in the world and doesn 't need anybody 's help now," but India is
beyond help . They contended that about 40 years ago China had a situation similiar to that of India's, an~
that Montgomery probably would have concluded that China should be abandoned. Montgomery said that he d.
not agree with "common sense " solutions to ecological problems because they were too slow to motivate
changes . Rather, he advocated trial and error to arrive at the only answer for the world - fewer people .
REHNQUIST OPPOSITION:

TRICKLE TO FLOOD

The Supreme Court nomination of Associate Attorney General William Rehnquist only produced a trickle of
opposition at first, but has been turned into a flood by the NAACP, AFL-CIO, the ACLU, and the predominantly black National Bar Association.
Opposition to Rehnquist's nomination was also expected from some sections of the more liberal
Republicans, but it appeared with unexpected severity from the Ripon Society, a group of professionals and
businessmen in Cambridge, Massachusettes - also Republican Party regulars. The Society 's reasons were similiar to
those of other more liberal opposition . Rehnquist has advocated the extension of powers to the executive branch
without bounds . In a recent newsletter of the Society, The Ripon Forum stated that it was "somewhat difficult
to muster a struggle against Rehnquist when the President maintains his nomination has something to do with
'respect for the law' ." Other reasons for the opposition were that Rehnquist contended that the government had
the right to engage in wire-tapping without court supervision when "national security is at stake ." He also is said
to have invented in a post-facto manner, the doctrine of 'qualified martial law' to account for the illegal arrests
of 13,000 anti-war protesters last spring.

SUPPORT SLIPPED UP BY SIMPLE SEMANTICS

An error in semantics may have cost David Meiswinkle, Student Government President of Rutgers University
the support of the state legislature in his campaign for the legalization of marijuana .
In a letter written to the legislature by Meiswinkle seeking their views on the matter, one clause read, "We
demand that you, as a candidate for legislature of New Jersy respond to this issue immediately." According to
the SGA officials the word demand was an error and the word request was intended. Assemblyman Richard De
Korte wrote, "Any of my constituents and any resident from the state can solicit from me my opinions. I do
not, however, respond to demands."
Other legislators were not so kind. Assemblyman James Turner wrote, "I am unalterably opposed to the
legalization of marijuana ." He concluded, "I am happy that you wrote me, though . The contents of your letter
will cause me to look askance at any budget requests from Rutgers which come before the Legislature . I
certainly do not want my tax dollars used to subsidize the type of higher education you seem to epitomize."
Compiled by J o Ann Pizzo

"You are about to be inducted into
the Armed Forces of the United States, in
the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, or in
the Marine Corps, as indicated by the
service announced following your name
when called. You will take one step forward as your name and service are called
and such step will constitute your
induction into the Armed Forces
indicated."

SELECTIVE SERVICE

A Step Of Conscience

•MARCIA RYBECZNSKI

One step forward. The left foot a couple of inches up and then the
right foot. You stand a little closer to the directing officer in front of
you. One step forward in silence.
You are now a member of the Armed Forces of the United States
and the few inches covered by your quiet step have transferred you
from civilian life into the world of the military.
But perhaps you did not take that step forward. Rather, you are
asked if you are refusing induction, and do not answer but stand stiff
and frozen to the spot. A captain advises you that you are committing
a federal crime, punishable by up to five years in prison, $10,000 fine,
or both. But you only hear the same words your conscience whispered
to you a thousand times before • your unspoken answer to the order
and because of it, you stand still.
The next year or two will be spent opposing the government's
order for induction. The courts must somehow be shown that the order
was illegal or unfair. You might spend a few more years in prison,
leaving behind family and friends, your job and your freedom. But you
stand still and do not move.
The decision of a young man to refuse
induction should be backed by thought
that examines the reasons behind his
convictions and the extent to which he is
willing to back them up.
Dave Edwards, a counselor at the
Buffalo Draft Counseling Center on
North Parade Street, noted the fact about
70 to 80 percent of all men who in some
manner avoid induction, do end up in
some sort of military uniform. The
thought of a prison sentence • of a few
years behind bars • is hard for most youth
to face. The individuals who do go
through with a court trial will either be
acquitted and face a reprocessing of their
classification. Or they might be convicted
and face a sentence in prison or a probationary period. In either case, they may
have to face an order for induction again.
The story of what actually happens
when an individual refuses induction can
differ greatly . Edwards provided a
composite picture of how many draftees
lead up to refusal and what happens
afterwards. The story, however, presents
only a very general picture of the basic
procedures since individual cases may
differ greatly.

APPL YI NG FOR CO:

The first step most draft resisters take
is to apply for Conscientious Objector
status, I-0 and I-A-0. These two classifications provide for exemptions from
active military duty. Objectors in class
I-A-0 may be asked to serve in a noncombatant capacity such as in a medical
department. 1-0 objectors are exempted
from combatant and noncombatant
service, but may be asked to perform
civilian alternative service.
A grant of either of these two classifications is based on the filing of the
Special Form for Conscientious Objector
(SSS Form No . 150) and by an informal
appearance in front of the applicant's
draft board. The board then attempts to
discern if the applicant fulfills the three
main criteria for defining conscientious
objection: One, that the registrant be
"conscientiously opposed to participation
in war in any form"; two, that his objections are based on religious training
and belief; three, that his beliefs are sincere.
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Interpretation of the meaning of these
three requirements can be difficult and
Supreme Court decisions have attempted
to clarify certain definitions. The
question of sincerity is especially hard to
define.
APPEALING:

If the registrant does not receive
his desired classification, he has 30 days
to appeal it. Judicial review of a draft
classification is generally prohibited
unless the applicant wishes to bring a
suit afainst his board, charging them
with "blatent lawlessness" . This case is
brought up only when it seems obvious
that the local board has made a legal
error. The suit is seldom available to registrants and demands "exceptional circumstances", such as the board clearly
acting outsicie of its authority.
For most registrants, an appeal must
be made to the draft board. At this personal appearance, the applicant is free to
discuss his classification and point out
evidence in his file which would support
his placement in his desired status. If at
this time, the board feels that pertinent
information has been presented or
pointed out, an applicant's classification
will be reopened. If not, the applicant may
seek a state appeal, which is conducted
solely on paper. As a last resort, a national appeal is sometimesmade to review the
decision of the state.
REFUSAL OF INDUCTION:

If all appeals fail, the resister must
face the possibility of induction. On the
day he is ordered to report, he shows up
with the rest of the draftees at 7 :30 a.m.
at the Armed Forces Examining and
Entrance Station (AFEES). For the most
part, the morning and part of the afternoon will be taken up with a physical
examination or inspection, processing of
various papers and possibly also in taking
the AFQT (Armed Forces Qualifications
Test). Any where from 2:30 to 4:30 in
the afternoon, the induction ceremony is
held . .
If when the resister's name and service
is called, he refuses to step forward, he is

SUMMARY
SUBJECT

OF

MAJOR

CHANGES
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STATUS PRIOR TO THE 1971
AMENDMENTS AND PROSPECTIVE
REGULATION CHANGES

SELECTIVE

SERVICE

EFFECT OF 1971 AMENDMENT TO THE MILITARY
SELECTIVE SERVICE ACT

POLICIES
THE EFFECT OF THE
PROSPECTIVE REGULATIONS

student

Registrants had a right to 2-S
deferments if they were students in
good standing, were making progress to ward a Baccalaureate
degree, -and had not reached their
24th birthday.

Students who were qualified for
2-S deferments during the 1970-71
regular academic year will be able
to obtain deferments until they
graduate , reach age 24 or fail to
make satisfactory progress toward
their degrees.

Students who were not
qualified for 2-S undergraduate
deferments during the 1970-71
regular academic year will not be
considered for 2-S deferments.

Deferments for students in junior
colleges, trade and technical
schools, and apprenticeship
programs

Registrants had a right to 2-A
deferments if they were students in
good standing and were making
satisfactory progress toward the
completion of their programs .

Not covered by the 1971 amend·
ments . The current policy was set
by Regulation.

Students who were not qualified
for student deferments during the
1970-71 academic year will not be
considered for 2-A deferments. For
those progr-.ims with no formai
academic year, 1 July will be the
cut-off date.

Temporary deferments and post ·
ponements for college students

Students who were not qualified
for 2-S deferments and who
received induction orders were
classified l·S(C) until the end of
their current academic year, with
the exception of certain graduate
students whose inductions were
postponed until the end of their
current academic year.

The 1-S(C) classfication requirement was replaced by a
requirement to grant a postponement of induction . The
amendments also require the
granting of a postponement for the
fuU academic year, if it is the
student's last year in school.

Undergraduate and graduate
students who receiv e their
induction orders will have their
induction postponed until the end
of their current academic term,
quarter, or semester, except for
those students in their last
academic year, who will be
postponed until the end of the
academic year.

Uniform National Call

A quota and call system was used
to apportion the national draft call
to the state headquarters, who in
turn apportioned the call to the
individual draft boards.

The amendments removed the
requirement to use the quota and
call system and authorized other
methods for issuing calls for
induction.

A Uniform National Call for
issuing induction orders under the
lottery system will be authorized.
Under the Uniform National Call,
all young men with the same lottery numbers who are subject to
induction that year will receive
induction notice at approximately
the same time .

Eligibility
exemptions

Young men were eligible for
sole surviving son exemptions if
they were the sole surviving son of
a family in which the father or one
or more sons or daughters were
killed in action or died in the line
of duty,

In addition to those who qualify
for the sole surviving son
exemption, young men of families
in which the father; a brother or a
sister was killed in action or died in
the line of duty while serving in
the armed forces after 31
December, 1959, or died thereafter
of disease or injury incurred in the
line of duty, or is in a captured or
missing in action status, will be
eligible for the exemption.

A new classification, 4-G, will be
established for those surviving sons
and sole surviving sons who are
exempt from service during
peacetime.

Procedural rights of registrants

Registrants were entitled to a
personal appearance before their
local draft board following each
classification derision; a quorum of
the board was not required at personal appearances. No witnesses
were allowed at the personal
appearance. Registrants also had
the right to appeal their classification action to a state appeal
board and, if the decision of the
satte board was less than unanimous, to appeal to a Presidential
appeal board. Neither a personal
appearance nor witnesses were
allowed at these appeals.

Each registrant was given the
right to bring witnesses to his personal appearances and to present
his case before a quorum of his
local board. The registrant also was
given the right to appear in person
before an appeal board and, if the
case is referred to the Presidential
appeal board, to appear in person
before that board. Further, the
registrant was given the right to
request a written statement from
the local or appeal board of the
reasons why his classification
request was denied.

Time period for registration

A registrant was required to
register within five working days
following his 18th birthday.

Not covered in 1971
amendments; policy set by Regulations.

Time period given registrants after
receipt of Induction order

A registrant received a minimum
of 10 days notice of his induction,
measured from the mailing date of
the induction order.

Not covered in 1971 amend·
ments; policy set by Regulations.

The registrant will be entitled to
such time for his personal ap·
pearance as is reasonably necessary
for a fair presentation of his claim.
Normally 15 minutes shall be
deemed adaquate for this purpose.
Not more than three witnesses can
be presented during this period. If
·he elects to meet with his appeal
board, the same criteria pertains,
except with respect to present
witnesses. If he desires the reasons
for adverse decisions, he will have
to request them from his local
board in writing within 30 days of
the date of mailing of his latest
notice of classification,
A young man will have to register
in the period from 30 days prior to
his birthday through 30 days fol•
lowing bis birthday.
Registrants will be given a
minimum of 30 days notice of
their induction, measured from the
mailing date of the induction
order.

Classification 1-Y

A registrant was classified l • Y if
he had a medical or moral dis·
qualification for military service
except in time of war or national
emergency, The disqualification
could either be permanent or
temporary.

Not covered in the 1971 amend·
ments; policy set by regulations.

Requirements for appointment and
rvlce on local and appeal boards

Citizens could not be appointed
to local or appeal boards unless
they were at least 30 years of age.
They could not serve beyond their
75th birthday, or for more than 25
years.

See next column.

I

Undergraduate

1deferments

for

surviving son
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Classification 1-Y will be
abolished. Those registrants with
temporary disqualifications subject
to re-examination will be kept in
Class l·A until their status is
resolved; those registrants with
disqualifications will be classified
4-F.
The Regulations will implement
the 1971 amendments which limit
service on local and appeal boards
to 20 years and set a maximum age
limit for service at age 65. A
minimum age limit of age 18 has
been set for appointment to local
boards.

asked, "Are you refusing induction?" No
answer is given as the resister's contention
in court will be that the order for induction was illegal. Answering that he
was refusing induction would be
admitting that the order was legal and
that he, the draftee, was knowingly committing a crime.
The draftee is politely ushered from
the room to face the captain. Here he
receives another chance to step forward
and is advised that his refusal to do so
constitutes a federal crime and is informed of the possible maximum
sentence. As the order is repeated, the
draftee again may refuse to move . At no
point, however, is the resister threatened,
pushed, or tricked into the induction
ceremony .
He may be subjected to an interview
by the FBI, where he is asked if he would
like to make a statement saying that he
willfully declined to submit to induction.
The resister may decline to make it . He is
then released and allowed to return home .
ARREST:

Sometime after the draftee's release,
he is paid a visit by FBI agents. Again the
resister has the option of declining the
invitation. Nothing will be held against
him should he chooseto do so. If he does
agree to discuss the matter, he must first
sign a statement saying, in effect, that he
has chosen the option to talk without
pressure by the agents. In the interview,
he will probably be asked if he did refuse
induction and if so, why. The Federal

agents are also authorized to offer a new
date for induction should the draftee
change his mind .
About four to six months later, the
young man receives a letter asking him to
report to the U.S. Marshall's office on a
specific date for arrest.
Postponement of arrest can often be
obtained with the help of a lawyer. Most
resisters who report are allowed to sign a
personal recognizance bond stating that
they will not leave the jurisdiction of
their federal court district at any time or
under any circumstances until the trial.
Draftees who sign the bond often receive
special permission for temporary visits
outside their districts.

The Draft Counciling Center noted the
fact that throughout the whole procedure
most government agents are "cooperative,
business-like and seem sincerely interested in what happens to the resister."
Draft resisters who are concerned with
hassling the government agents, however,
can often gain additional charges and a
return lack of courtesy.

for

In addition to the registrant, a ·
member of the registrant's immediate family or his employer
could request a deferment for him
from his local draft board .

Ci vi I ian work program
conscientious objectors

for

Conscientious objectors who are
classified 1-0 are required to perform alternate civilian service in
the national interest if their RSN
(lottery number) is reached. The
administration of this program has
been a responsibility of local draft
boards. Registrants were given an
opportunity to locate employment. If they were unable to
.locate employment, they could be
ordered to civilian work selected
by their local boards.

Buffalo Draft Counseling Center,
North Parada, 897-2871.

This is a new classification.

THE

EFFECT

SPECTIVE

OF

PRO-

REGULATIONS

amendset by

Members of the registrant's
family, or his employer no longer
will be able to request a deferment
for him.

The 1971 amendments transferred the responsibility for
administering the 1-0 alternate
civilian service program to the
National Director of Selective
Service.

The
National
Director will
delegate responsibility for the 1-0
work program to state directors.
Utilizing broadened guidelines for
acce pta bl e em ploy ment, l·O
registrants will have 60 days In
which to locate and submit for
approval a speci.iic job offey(s). lf
the state director does not approve
of this specific job offer, the
registrant may request a review of
the job offer by the National
Director. If the registrant is unable
to locate a suitable job, or if his
job proposal is rejected by
Selective Service, he will be
ordered to alternate civilian service
by his local board. Upon
assignment to civilian service, 1-0
registrants are reclassified 1-W.
Registrants who have successfully
completed their two-year alternate
civilian service will be reclassified
4-W, a new classification.

Not covered in 1971
ments; classification
Regualtions.

The Selec:liue Service Sy.Siem released a lisl uf significant change.~ in
·Iheir lkg11lalions which will af{ecl young men facing the draft process
in /he near future. The changes will supplement
lhe amendments to
, the Selediue Sl'rvi<·e 1\d which was recently .s igned into law by
J•re.'iidenl Nixon.
~rhe r<•J!ulalion t·han1,;es were ~cheduled for pul>lication on 2
Nuveml,er, 1971, in the 1-'ede.-al Re11ister. After 30 days the changes
became e{fcclivc thro1111ho1tt 4,.100 local drc,{l boards. 1'he following
chart inclucled a w111mary uf major chan11es in the Selective Service
policies.

Classification 1-H
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(continued)

EFFECT OF 1971 AMEND·
MENT TO THE MILITARY
SELECTIVE
SERVICE ACT

STATUS PRIOR TO THE 1971
AMENDMENTS AND PROSPECTIVE REGULATION CHANGES

Request in 9 of deferments
registrants by other parties

I.

Indictment by a federal grand
jury is arranged before or after the arrest.
The individual is informed of the day of
arraignment by a letter which is usually
received from six month to two years
after the alleged crime. Under most
circumstances the trial is not by jury.
At the actual court session, facts and
evidence are presented to prove that the
order issued the accused was illegal. A
date is then set for arguements. The court
can also decline to render a decision. If
the resister is acquitted, he is freed and
his draft file is sent back to his board for
reprocesssing. After the board corrects
the error in judgement or proceedings,
the resister receives his new classification.
If he is not yet 26 he may also receive
another order for induction .
The draftee who is convicted of the
federal crime of refusing induction, receives a date for sentencing and another
date for the sentence to commence. He is
assigned to a minimum security prison for
a period of less than five years in most
cases. If the resister has also been convicted on other charges, he may spend
more than the average two or three years
which most convicted resisters spend.
In the Buffalo area, the prisons to
which most men are assigned are in the
one in Danbury, Conneticut and in
Allentown, Pennsylvania.
For further information contact the

Those who leave without permission
or who over-extend their visit are subject
to a $1000 fine. The fine is collectable
even if the resister changes his residence
to another country such as Canada.
Resisters wh proved uncooperative with
th government (e.g. such as being
"impolite" to FBI agent) are not offered
the alternative of the bond. They are arrested and may apply for bail.

SELECTIVE SERV1CE POLICIES
SUBJECT

TRIAL:

Not covered in the 1971
amendments; classifications
normally established by Regulations.
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A new classification. 1-H, will be
established which is an admin•
istrative or "holding" classification. Registrants classified 1-H
will have inactive files and will not
be considered for induction unless
they are reclassified out of 1-H
into l•A,

1

"
EIGHTEEN AND
PART OF THE BOARD

The nation's first eighteen-year-old
local draft board member was appointed
on 30 November, under the terms of the
recently enacted amendments to the draft
law which set the minimum age requirement for local draft board membership at
age eighteen.
Michael A. Simmons, 18, from
Marysville, Pennsylvania was appointed
by President Nixon following the recommendation of Governor Milton Shapp of
Pennsylvania who had consulted the state
Selective Service director and several high
school principals. Simmons was sworn in
by Govenor Shapp.
Simmons is presently classified 1-Y
because of a high school football injury .
When his case comes up for local draft
board action, it will be reviewed by
another local board according to the
Pennsylvania Selective Service Director,
Mr. Robert D. Ford.
Ford, who at 31 is the youngest State
Director of Selective Service, said, "Mr.
Simmons is accepting a great deal of responsibility. He will not only be passing
on his peers; he also will be under the
watchful eye of his community. There is
some apprehension that the participation
of young people will disrupt local draft
board procedings, but we are confident
that Mike will accept his duties in a
responsible manner. He has the opportunity to prove that a young man of
eighteen can become an active responsible
member of government."
The net affect of the new draft law is
that approximately five thousand local
draft board positions will have to be filled
in the near future across the U.S. This
represents about twenty-five percent of
the present local board membership who
serve without pay as volunteers on 4,100
local draft boards.
The 1971 Selective Service amendments permit the appointment of
individuals to local draft boards at age
eighteen. Previously, the age had been set
at age thirty. The 1971 amendments also
established a maximum age of 65. Previously, the maximum age was 75 .
The new law also sets a limit of
twenty years for service on local boards.
The current vacancies will not be filled
solely by eighteen-year-olds. Selective
Service officials believe that the
appointment of eighteen-year-olds will be
the exception rather that the rule. They
stress that mature, responsible young and
women are being given considerstion
along with other citizens interested in
local volunteer service to their communities.

Induction - No!
Gary Owens, a former student of Buffalo State College refused, for
the third time, to take the oath of induction into the Armed Forces on
17 November, 1971.
Three and a half years have passed since his first refusal at which
time he said, "I bear witness to my belief that until our government has
proven its case against the Vietnamese 'beyond reasonable doubt' you
and I have no place in the company of the executioners."
In March 1968 Owens did not try to secure a Conscientious
Objector classification because, he said, after looking over the form
"there was no way that I could answer the form honestly and get a
CO."
Following his first refusal Owens did not hear from the FBI until
30 September, 1968. He later received an indictment for his arrest in
the mail and other visits from the FBI. He says that the FBI, at first,
seemed interested in him but later, wanted information that would lead
to other resisters, and those individuals that had counseled him .
He pleaded guilty to the charges brought against him and did not
go to trial. He then received new registration and another invitation to
meet with the board. Again, he refused.
On 1 7 November he was once again given the opportunity to be
inducted into the Armed Forces. While filling out the questionaire
required of all inductees, he circled the phrase "complete and
unswerving loyality" to the United States of America, asked for a
definition, and declared a wish to be considered a citizen of the world.
He was not allowed to stand with the other men in the induction
ceremony. But was taken into another room and brought before
Captain Curio of AFEES (Induction Center in downtown Buffalo),
where he was given the opportunity to take the oath several times.
Upon consistant refusal, he was quietly ushered out of the building and
allowe,f to go home.
According to Mr. Owens, Buffalo is averaging two induction
refusals a day. The number of men to be prosecuted has risen and the
number of actual cases prosecuted has steadily decreased.
He sees this fact as promising citing that "their power is dependant
on your subserviancy."
In a statement read by Owens at the Good Friday service of Affirmation and Dissent" held at the Unitarian Church on 6, March 1968,
three days after his first refusal, he said:
"I bear witness to my belief that the taking of a human life is a
grave matter - not to be done flippantly, and never justifiable merely by
the cry: 'I had orders', or 'That's war, and war is hell'."
·
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A Dramatic Exit for Justice
The following is an excerpted account of the USG Judicial Council meeting of 3 December. The actual proceedings
were captured by STRAIT via a cassette tape recorder. The version which is presented below is dramatized in an effort to
retain the original and pure drama which accompanied the actual speeches. Great care was taken both with the excerptions
and the stage notes to insure that the spirit of the meeting was not altered.

The Cast
STEVE TR INCA NA Tl - news editor of the Record
STEVE BASK! N - filer of the tertiary brief and Editor-inChief elect of the Record
MICHAEL C. FLANIGAN - Artist in question
RICH PFEIFFER - news coordinator of WSCB
ANDY ELSTON - editor of STRAIT magazine and filer of
the secondary brief, also chairman pro tern of the Artist-inResidence Committee

BILL WRIGHT - Chief Justice of the Council, a criminal
justice major, Buffalo city cop
RON WITT - a senior, Associate Chief Justice
KARL DUSCH ER - Justice
PETER ZOLLMAN - news reporter for the Record and a
member of the Artist-in -Residence Committee , filer of the first
and primary brief in question
PEGGY BURKE - Vice Treasurer of USG and a member of
the Artist -in-Residence Committee

The Setting

(As the drama begins, about twenty people are assembled
in a conference room in the StuGent Union. Those interested
in various parts of the various briefs are seated in teams so that
opposing sides are on opposite sides of the room . The Justices
are seated at a long table at the front of the room. The Chief
Justice is seated in the center with one Justice on either side of
him. The room is filled with confusion and scattered talking .
People wander in and out. The action begins with no formal
call to order or oath of any kind . Mr Wright, the Chief Justice
simply begins the proceeding by speaking cigar-in-mouth of
the first brief which has been filed by Mr. Zollman).
recommendations prior to a case from anyone other than justWRIGHT :As far as this here first brief, that was filed, we're
going to postpone deliberation on this pending further
ices themselves . . .
investigation by the Judicial Council (pause) until next
WRIGHT :Right.
ELSTON: . . . and that any discussion of this case among anyFriday, we will deliberate on the first part of this here brief.
The second part 's the constitutionality about the Judicial
one with the Justices before this is clearly a breach of justice
Co 11 n c i I a b o u t the . . . (to Witt) Re ad it.
of any kind.
WITT : OK. According toArticle V Section 3, Sub-section lA,
WRIGHT:Well, would put it to you this way: that we have
access to more information on this case that we are going to
there shall be seven justices on the Judicial Council; vacancies
shall be filled as they occur; and the Judicial Council shall
e~plore (pause) before we. · · · before we make a recommend.
. l Counc il
ation ·
continue
to operate . .. operate. However, t h e J ud'1c1a
,
.
E~ST~N:However, the case hasn t been publicly presented at
may not function with less than four members." The rest of
th1 s pomt, so _h~w can you · · ·.
the case reads thusly: "Although there are presently four
.
WRIGHT:T~is IS the pr~sentation ~ight here.
.
members on the Judicial Council, there were only three present at the meeting of November 19, 1971, at which time the
E~ST~N :Its not public. It hasn t been made public! Not at
th i5.pomt:
Flanigan motion was ruled out of order." We can't judge on
.
. .
.
.
.
the second part about the Flanigan motion because a letter
WR GHT .Every th10 g that J~dicial C:0 uncil do IS pubhc.
ELSTON :But the ~ase hasn t been aired.
received from the President of the USG asking us to delay this.
So we can't work anything on that. But we can work on the
W~IGHT :Well, t~is ca~, a~ far as_ we're concerned::. we are
establishing on what constitutes a legal court.
g?mg to do mor~ mve stigatio~ on it ourselves as Judicial CounCil members. This letter was m reference to how we can get to
ZOLLMAN:First, can I just ask: can you read the letter from
more ir:iformation on certain particular subjects as pertinent to
he USG President . . .
this action. This is what we are going to explore, before we
make a ruling on it.
WRIGHT : No. I won't do that. We'll deliberate on this
ELSTON:But the point is, that this case hasn't been brought
question next Friday.
out with discussion from both sides of the case.
ELSTON :It is my understanding that Judicial Council is an
WRIGHT: That'll happen nex. Friday, the case will be brought
up.
independent body and is not supposed to be party to any
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ELSTON :But your
week after filing.

constitution reads that it has to be within a

to 7 Well, we have more than four members.
BURKE:As you function?
WRIGHT : It takes majority function . We have more than four
There's one girl that was on last year who is back in scho
who is still an active member of the Jucicial Council.
BURKE : I don 't believe that's true .
ELSTON: What 's her name 7
WRIGHT:! couldn 't say ... you'd have to look at the records.
BURKE :Pat Wiseman?
WRIGHT : Pat . .. yes. She's still in school. She has contacted
us . She did not drop out of school. She's still active ... she's
still enrolled and she's still a student , a full-time student. So
she's still a member of Judicial Council. . I really don't know
her name . .. I just met her a couple of times.
(Zollman questions the election of Miss Wiseman and is ~old
by Wright that she was elected on the same ballot as he. Wright
then recognizes Mr . Trincanati.)
. .
TRINCANATl :l'd like to ask what would prevent the Jud1c1al
Council from having one member meet and handing down a
decision with one Justice present 7
ouscHER :We wouldn 't have a majority then . Right now we
have five members . So if we have a unanimous decision between three people . ..
(The court becomes disorderly over this and after the clatter,
Duscher . continues :) I'm talking about a majority.
TRINCANATl:Majoritythat waspresent, or a majority of the
entire council 7
ouscHER :It would have to be a majority of the Council,
otherwise you could have a decision from only one person.
TRINCANATl:ln other words, a decision of the majority
. . . but it only has to be a majority of the majority. You're
into very small numbers there.(Discussion continues about the
majority and what it consists of. Mr Wright finally solves the
problem - temporarily - by reading Section 9 of the Article V.
Then Wright recognizes Mr . Elston .)
ELSTON :If you have five Justices now on your Council, how
come the USG is conducting elections soon 7
WRIGHT :We don't have five .
ELSTON :You just said you have five'
WRIGHT:! did not say that!
ELSTON :You just said .. .
WRIGHT:Wait, I'm sorry . . . we do - we have five.(Discussion
follows as to the number of Justices required and the number
to be filled by up coming elections. It is established that two
more are needed for a full house , but that four are all that are
required. Mass confusion develops and then subsides. Elston
asks again about Miss Wiseman.)
ELSTON :When this year has Pat Wiseman ever sat on this
Council?
w1 TT: We can't take people off.
ELSTON :She's not deliberating on a case.
WRIGHT:(raising voice) She's still a Justice, regardless of ...
ELSTON:She's not deliberating on a case; she's not
participating . ..
WRIGHT:She's an active member of the student body.
ELSTON :She's never handed up a decision on a case.
WRIGHT:So? 1 You show me where it says it has to have
four justices sitting down at if meeting present ..
ZOLLMAN:Where does it say ...
WRIGHT:(very loud) YOU SHOW ME THAT 1 !
ZOLLMAN :It says you cannot function with less than four
members. (he counts them out) One - two - three.
WRIGHT:We have more than four members.
ZOLLMAN:Are you functioning?
wR IGHT :The constitution's up to your interpretation and
we're here to interpret it our way also. That's why we are the
Judicial Council. That's why you set up a Council: to interpret
the constitution.
(Much confusion, again . Zollman ~ontinues to que~tion the
functionirlg of the Council and Pfeiffer attempts to interpret

WRIGHT:Well the ruling I'm making right now is we're
postponing.
WITT: We have the right to set priorities on a case pending
information.
WRIGHT :That's the ruling.
ZOLLMAN:I'm not questioning Judicial Council's right to
postpone the decision, because actually I think it 's probably
the right move. If you consult the lawyer, you'll probably find
that this is
correct. I spoke to a lawyer yesterday. You'll
find out that as far as removing Michael Flanigan, it can't be
done.
things become a bit tense - speakers begin to cut each other off
WRIGHT: Lemme just make one stipulation, lemme just say
something. I want to cut you off at this point and tell you that
we did not remove Mr. Flanigan.
ZOLLMAN: Oh, no . I didn't say you did.
WRIGHT: Yes you did.
ZOLLMAN:No I didn't. I said 'as far as the removal of Mr.
F1anigan,' which is entirely correct .
WRIGHT: That's out of our hands completely. We had
nothing to do with that.
ZOLLMAN :Your decision wasn't to remove him 7
WRIGHT:No it wasn't .
(Zollman speaks on the previous week's decision and then
mentions again the letter)
ZOLLMAN:! think you should at least give the substance of
his letter, or explain what it said.
WRIGHT:Let me say this: the Jetter did have some effect, but
this is something that came up, I deliberated myself, because
of (pause) we're just getting into Robert's Rules Of Order we
haven't had a chance to look at it, we just got a brief today on
the subject and I think it's important enough to merit a little
more investigation before. Even before I got this letter from
Don Houck which I don't think has anything to do with postponing it. I was ready to postpone it anyway, so I can't see the
revelence (sic) of reading this letter. (some dialogue follows as
to who mentioned the letter in the first place, and no one
agrees, Wright continues after this:) If I think its pertinent, I 'JI
read it after the meeting next Friday.
ZOLLMAN: Well it was brought up already so I think it should
be followed through at this meeting.
w1 TT (to Wright) We don't have to say anything.
FLANIGAN:Can I pose a question to the Judicial Council 7
WRIGHT:Can you identify yourself?
FLANIGAN:My name is Michael Flanigan.
WRIGHT :! didn't know it.
Flanigan asks about the possibility of a personal investigation
and is assured by the Chief Justice that there will be none.
F1anigan replies that that is all he is interested in knowing and
then thanks the court and exits.
WITT:(hesitating) Since the other case we have is on the same
lines, we can postpone that too. So we. go to case num.ber
three, filed by Steven C. Baskin, concerning the Communications Board.
(A very long break here in proceedings. The Justices speak
among themselves until Wright recognizes Miss Burke.)
BURKE:Aren't you going to consider the second part of Peter
Zollman's brief?
WRIGHT: (to Witt) I think that we should. (to Burke) Read it
please.
BURKE: The part about the constitution, the seven Justices.
WRIGHT:(to the court) I think we should look into that. (to
Witt) Cause it might have an effect on anything else we do try.
{Again, mumbling among the Justices and members of the
court.)
. .
.
WRIGHT:According to this, it says that the Jud1c1al Council
cannot function with less than four members. (to Witt) ls that
correct? ( to Zollman) Is that what you 're directing yourself
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(cont'd. on page 24)

RALPH NADER

The Secret Reason
Why 6 out of 7 Dogs
Eat Purina Dog Chow
•

O .B.

GILBERT

Corporate Goliath-slaying David, consumer advocate supreme, Ralph Nader , brought his own
brand of medicine show to Buffalo for an overnight
stand last week, receiving nearly unanimous audience and critical acclaim.
Wednesday night the un-caped crusader spoke
to a young crowd of about 800 in S.U.N.Y.A.B .'s
Clark Gymnasium, calling on them to donate $3 a
year towards the establishment of a local Public Interest Research Group, consisting of hired lawyers
and scientists acting as professional advocates, investigating corporations, governments and anything else
which might need to be advocated against.
This was Mr. Nader 's second foray into the
Niagara Frontier in nearly as many months. On 29
September, he was here to address students at
Niagara County Community College.
The star performance of Nader's trip to Buffalo
however was Wednesday morning . In an appearance
sponsored by the Big "E" Money Managers ' Club,
which, according to Paul A. Willax, a vice-president
of the Erie County Savings Bank, is the largest consumer group in Western New York, Mr. Nader
attacked some familiar targets and again pushed for
the establishment in Buffalo of a local Public Interest Research Group .
Pausing often for applause from the nearly
2000 rapt listeners, Mr. Nader called on government
and business to use the technology which put men
on the moon for solving some "down to earth problems."
He said the vast majority of the more than
55,000 deaths which annually result from highway
accidents could be prevented if "available technology" were put to use. Stating that hundreds of
years ago man learned how to protect delicate porcelin by properly padding it . Mr. Nader remarked
that human beings in cars are "allowed to rattle
around like teacups in a barrel."
The Princeton University and Harvard Law
School graduate claimed that technology now exists
to equip automobiles with safety devices which
could prevent all injury in accidents at up to 70
miles per hour and prevent death in higher speed
crackups. Without elaborating on how this device
worked, Mr. Nader pegged the price of the gadget at
"under $350" in mass production. Mr. Nader also

asserted that bumpers on many current automobile
models are less effective than those on the old Ford
Model-T , stating that a rear end collision at
"walking speed" would involve over $400 damage
to a Chevrolet Impala.
Turning to pollution of the air and water he
claimed that there is more than $1 .5 billion annually in property damage resulting from pollution. Mr.
Nader said his Public Interest Research Groups
would push for damages to be assessed upon polluters to be paid to persons whose property was
involved in this damage .
During his address Mr. Nader pushed for
Congress to reassert its constitutional prerogatives,
suggesting that the executive branch of the
government had preempted much of Congress' constitutional authority .
On the issue of responsibility for pollution however, Mr. Nader was anything but a strict constructionalist. He called for placing the blame squarely
on the polluter, asking, "Since when does the burden of proof rest with the victim rather than the
perpetrator?" His question received a thunderous
burst of applause.
In the area of deceptive advertising Mr. Nader
was down on meat packers , tire manufacturers and
producers of dog food . He said Firestone advertised
wide oval tires which supposedly will stop a car "25
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There is no other time
when the whole world seems composed
of one thing and one thing only
- JOSEPH WOOD KRUTCH

f

I went home from the physical quite disturbed. I knew I was good, healthy draft meat and I
wasn't so sure that I was a Conscientious Objector.
I then did the first smart thing I 've done in years ; I
went to the Draft Counseling center at 72 North
Parade .

But the most impressive thing I heard at the
Counseling Center that day was a rap on the passiv
acts of resistance that the Danes practiced in th
face of the German invasion . The Danes had real ized that their small ar my was no match for
Hitler 's , so they disbanded it , saving many Danish
and German lives. The Germans declared that all
Jews had to wear yellow armbands and all Danes
(who were mainly Protestant) wore a yellow armband. For every demand the Germans made, the
Danes had a non-violent way of circumventing it .
However , just as all of us sitting in the room listening to this story were beginning to think that
passive resistance wasn 't such a bad idea, our instructor said that it did not always insure that there
wouldn 't be victims . He said that when the Germans
demanded that an outright distortion of German
history be taught in Danish schools, six thousand
teachers refused to teach it. They were herded up
by the Nazis and shipped off to concentration
camps where only fifty of them survived the war .
This disturbed me greatly . I could feel my basic
American attitudes knotting up inside of me, I felt
really warped over a conflict between the need to
fight back against personal attack and the need to
see even oppressors as human beings . Even now, I
feel a bind over this problem, but I am willing to
say that for all the abuses we suffer, there are al
ways positive things that can be done for the benefit of ourselves and our oppressors .

W HA1 'S YOUR
BROT H ER DOING
hJOW Tl-lAT ~E'S

BACK FROM
V I l::TNAM?

I went to a class on Conscientious Objection
',held at the Counseling Center. There I heard about
·three hours worth of Supreme Court decisions , laws
and requirements, some basic philosophizing and
practical advice on how to fill out Form 150. This
run-down of basics was very enlightening . For one
thing, I had the Seeger Decision explained to me in
a way that resolved some of my hang-ups about my
· religious backround.
The Selective Service requires that a man base
his claim on religious grounds: no moral, philosophical, or political objectors in this country, please .This
•. seems pretty stiff but the Supreme Court helped
' ease the pressure by declaring that a man's beliefs
·· do not need to be orthodox to be accepted by the
, . local boards as religious. A man has to prove that
he spends as much of his time pursuing his unortho. _do x
beliefs
as one of an orthodox religion
. ·, would. Also , these beliefs have to be of some large,
overriding nature . The Seeger decision still makes it
.: • tough for atheists to qualify for a C.O ., which is
, ·dumb.

This issue of how you respond to attack is very
critical to anyone serious about Conscientious Objection . A lot of people think the local boards are
kidding when they ask what you would do if your
grandmother were being raped by the Chinese . The
statement sounds absurd enough to be comical but
basically, it is a serious question. I doubt that many
people could give Gandhi 's answer to the problem
of military assault . He said all the people of a
nation under seige should stand on the borders of
their country and tell their attacker that they are
willing to die now rather than put up a military
defense of their country. His opinion is that it is
intolerable to be under foreign domination but it is
more intolerable to take another man's life while
protecting your possessions .
What I can say to the possibility of war is: if
it ever happens (and how can it be avoided while
we maintain the insane attitude of arming ourselves to
preserve the peace?) it will happen without my consent, that my opinion won't matter. Wars being
the way they are, there will always be victims on all
sides and the only things an honorable man can do
is help feed, clothe, and attend these victims . In the
event of an attack, if any of us are alive to do
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anything after it, I will work with the International
Red Cross .
To get back the the narrative: after I went to
this class on the basics, I started preparing my answers for Form 150. There are four questions that
have to be dealt with- what are your religious
beliefs, how you came to hold these beliefs, why
you won't go into the military as a medic, and what
you
have done to express your views on war and
your religious convictions.
I don't have the room to go into all of my
answers here. That isn't really important here
anyway-people's beliefs and attitudes are surprisingly very diverse, and while it is interesting to sit
down and rap with people about what they say
they believe in, I've always believed that it is better
to see what people actually do, rather than listen to
what they say they would like to do.
My final answers to Form 150 ran over thirty
pages. For most people, the average is ten to fifteen pages. I wanted to go into depth in showing
my religious and pacifist growth, though it was obvious from the way my board reacted that they
weren't interested in my soul-searching. It has always struck me as ironic that for all the anxious
introspection and self-questioning
that I went
through to insure that my board had a thorough detailed account of where I am, they dismissed it all
with very little work on their part.
I turned in my forms at the end of the school
year. A few weeks later I went down to good ole'
Local Board 88, to review their comments on my
answers. Much to my surprise, they had actually
read the whole thing. I was afraid they wouldn't
but they had, God bless their meager hearts. Someone did quite a thorough job though, of ignoring the
real content of my answers only to point out the
contradictions that didn't exist in my statement; to
show that I wasn't a pacifist; to show that I was
looking for a "safe" way out of the military. Funny
thing about words: once you've said them, they are
always there to be used against you ..
I had gone into quite a discussion on my inclinations towards the Air Force, as I have in the
beginning of this column. I have used the word
"safe" to show what I thought of the Air Force,
and why I decided that my conscience would not
be "safe" there, even if my body were. You would
think that for all the space I used in presenting my
religious backround, some of that would appear in
the board's review but, instead they reacted by
saying that L was only looking for a safe way out.
A few weeks later, I reported to the board for
my Personal Appearance. Mr. David Landrey, a professor in the English department at State, went with
me as my witness. He was allowed to make an appearance in my behalf after I spoke witl1 the board.
The whole interview took about 25 minutes, with
Mr. Landrey making a three minute debut.
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I expected the Personal Appearance to be a
real scene, with the board screaming at me while I
shrank back in my chair , unable to speak or get
anything across to them. This wasn't the case , or at
least, not exactly the case.
The board consisted of five men and a
recording secretary . The men hit the whole spectrum of board types . Across from me sat a fat man
who would sort of lean over the table during the
whole interview, either staring me down or thumbing through other people's draft files. Next to him
sat a man who was rather hostile. He asked me
questions like "Do you pick and choose the laws
you follow?" and "Don't you think we were
attacked at Pearl Harbor?" Next to him was a
rather uncomfortable guy who tried to take a more
understanding point of view, using my words to illustrate his ideas. He actually looked as though he
didn't want to have to make any decisions . Next to
him was a white haired fellow who commented that
for someone who knew so much about 16th century philosophy (I had talked about Spinoza as an
influence on my claim) I didn't know very much
about contemporary history. The other man served
as a kind of moderator, reading out of the board 's
review of my file to find out where I stood . The
recording secretary was a blond haired woman who
conveniently did not record things I talked about,
such as getting tear-gassed on campus during the
Kent state/Cambodia demonstrations.
I thought the appearance went pretty well. I
got to talk about my beliefs, my backround (the
Catholic church, existentialism, Indian philosphy,
Erich Fromm); my experiences with violence (such
as the Hi-Rise tear gas trip, trying to help out some
people who were in shock on the seventh floor);
how I was expressing myself about my ideas
(mostly writing, in magazines like this). I volunteered information a bout myself and tried to answer
all their questions as tha-oughly as I could. I thought
things went pretty well but when I got another I-A
card and reviewed my file again, I saw the board had
voted 5-0 against me. ·
Reviewing their record of the appearance was
rather traumatic for me. It was the same old trip .
They didn't seem to find any religion in my life,
they said I wasn't Christian, that I didn't have a
life-style of pacifism and that I hadn't taken anything from Hinduism. That's right, I hadn't taken
anything from Hinduism. It seems the board heard
me mention the name but I guess they didn't read
my file (I spent 2 pages talking about the similarities between Atman/Brahman and God/Individual
souls), or listen to me at the appearance.
A few people may take offense at my sarcasm
towards the board, and I must admit I am taking
advantage of the The Board, but you can understand the frustration I feel after having gone through
all the effort I did to make myself clear and acces( con 't on page 35)

JUDICIAL COUNCIL

expenditures which means that if we want to operate a meet ing of House of Finance, for example, using alphabetical order
or something, that 's our prerogative. It says in the Constitution
that all bodies have to use Robert 's Rules. The Board of
Trustees, Oh - give me a break, will you? That 's really stretching it , I think . The Board of Trustees has no guidelines at all
for student government 's bodies, or student courts. It 's a nice
try .
(more commotion and discussion - further on , Zollman reputs
his former point)
ZOLLMAN: Do you have other accepted rules?
WITT:(to Zollman) Are you planning to make a pain in the ass
of yourself to the court, or to bring out better changes in the
court?
ZOLLMAN :Bring out better changes.
WITT : Ok, let 's talk in that vein NOW !!We've got to decide
right here how we 're going to run a court , correct ?
ZOLLMAN :I think you people have decided already , but I'm
not going to get into that .
WRIGHT :I think that if you're going to use Robert 's Rules of
Order, why need a court? Why do you need a Judicial
Council?
ZOLLMAN :Might I ask : are you serious?
WRIGHT :ARE YOU??!!
ZOLLMAN : Dead serious.{This time the disorder in the court
is great. Garbled dialogue continues for a while pertaining to
the use of minutes and written decisions. Finally , Zollman is
recognized by Mr. Wright, and he reiterates his -old question .)
ZOLLMAN :Did you hold a meeting Wednesday of last week,
Thursday , Friday , Saturday , Sunday , Monday, or Tuesday?
That 's a simple question .
WRIGHT : OK. You already asked that . Isn't that the same
question you asked before?
ZOLLMAN: And I didn't receive an answer. Because you ignored me.
WRIGHT :Yes I did. On purpose. I don't think it's revelent
(sic) to anything that we have here ..
(MUCH LOUD MUTTERING HERE)
WRIGHT: I will have order here, you know, or we gonna
dismiss the body.
ELSTON:You'll get more done if you dismiss it than you're
going to get done here.
WRIGHT :We're trying to conduct this thing in a legal way, but
we can't have all this juggling of. .. .
ELSTON :I don't think you know what a . legal way is, I really
don't.
WRIGHT:Well, If that's your opinion , ok . Keep it to yourself.
{to Zollman) Go ahead .
ZOLLMAN: May I ask please : Do you believe in the USG
Constitution? I'm serious, because the USG Constitution states
that and I will quote "Judicial Council shall meet within one
week after the filing date of a case." PERIOD 1 No interpretation. ANYWHERE' Article V, Section 2C. It doesn't say with
the exception of vacations, it doesn't say unless they decide
over the telephone they don't want to, it doesn't say unless
there are extenuating circumstances. (At this point, the
Justices are not listening to the speaker, but are talking among
themselves.) That means you had to meet otherwise you are in
breach of the constitution, and face it and admit it 1!
ELSTON:And you're not even listening to it on top ofthat 11
WITT: It 's not required'
ELSTON: I don't care if it's required or not.
WRIGHT: Are you going to tell'me what I heard now?
ELSTON: Yeah, I'm going to tell you what you didn't hear.
You didn't hear that! What did he say?' What did he say?!'
WRIGHT:What's your name?
ELSTON:None of your business! What did he SAY?? 1!
WRIGHT:What do you mean, "none of my business?"
ELSTON:Exactly what I said . What did he tell you?
WRIGHT: I declare this meeting ... ended!

(cont'd. from page 18)

the courts interpretation. Mr Duscher again attempts to clarify
the situation and maintains - as before - that the three mem•
bers are all that are necessary. Zollman then accepts the ruling
and states that he will attempttooverrule in "the House." Mr .
Witt then begins to speak on the "one week stipulation." This
inspires Zollman to ask the following question .)
ZOLLMAN :Did you hold a meeting Tuesday?
WITT: We . .. we were ... we talked over the phone Tuesday ,
and said so already . ..
ZOLLMAN :Did you hold a meeting Tuesday?
WRIGHT :No .

WITT :Yes .
ZOLLMAN:Did you rap the gavel?
WRIGHT :We don 't have to rap the gavel.
ZOLLMAN :Are there minutes available?
w R1 G HT :Are you going to tell us how to conduct our
meetings?
{It is then stated that the Justices talked over the phone.
Zollman states that this "doesn't constitute a meeting."
Trincanati questions the feasibility of this. Confusion again
arises and Mr . Wright asks what the questioning is being directed toward. Zollman then replies that he is referring to the
' P.S.' on his brief designating that the Jutices must meet one
week after the filing of the brief. Wright then asks if he is
asking for a ruling. Zollman then states that he is only asking
for the answer to a question . Mr Witt then recognizes Mr .
Pfieffer at which time Zollman interrupts.)
ZOLLMAN :POINT OF ORDER!
WRIGHT : You don't have the floor. {to Pfeiffer) Go Ahead .
ZOLLMAN :POINT OF ORDER! This House is to be nm on
Parliamentary procedure as is outlined in the USG Constitution. Point of order ... may I be recognized, Mr. Chairman,
Sir.
PFEIFFER:! have not yielded the floor. At this time I will
point out . ..
ZOLLMAN :POINT OF ORDER 11 ! !
PFEIFFER:Peter Zollman there isn't a GODDAMNED
COURT IN THE COUNTRY THAT RUNS ON ROBERT'S
RULES OF ORDER!!'
(Much laughter here . When laughter subsides, Mr. Wright asks
where in the constitution there is any mention of Robert's
Rules of Order pertaining to the Judicial Council. After discussion on other points, Zollman again has the floor .)
ZOLLMAN : In the USG constitution .. . Article VIII, Section
1 F : "Parliamentary authority 1) the rules contained in the
latest published edition of Robert's Rules of Order shall
govern the USG Government," which includes the Judicial
Council, Under Article V, "In all cases where applicable and in
which they are not inconsistent with this constitution or the
accepted rules of each branch of government." I'd like to
point out that that states that this body, unless you have
published accepted rules stating otherwise, is under Robert's
Rules of Order. One court in the country.
PFEIFFER:In rebuttal, I quote from the Preamble of the Constitution, "That it shall be consistent with the rules and regulations of the Board of Trustees of the State University Of New
York." Nowhere
in the State code of criminal justice is
any court required to operate under Robert 's Rules of Order.
Therefore Robert's Rules of Order in this meeting can be construed as inconsistent with the Board of Trustees, inconsistent
with New York State Criminal Justice, and therefore, not
necessary .
ZOLLMAN :A:re you off your head?
PFEIFFER:A:re you out of your mind?
(The court roars with laughter.)
WRIGHT: This gentleman back here. {pointing to Baskin)
BASKIN :The Board of Trustees has no guidelines whatsoever
which apply to the student government other than financial
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MACK: How do you account for the quieting down of
students? There was so much student activity of a visible
nature for a good year and even longer.
ANN : Things started getting serious. I don 't . know why _we
separate students from any other group . People tend to th~nk
that because they don 't have families they have less to nsk,
but students don 't see it that way . Its the willingness to risk on
a personal level - on an individual level , that is lacking. If 3000
kids are going to a demonstration , well , that 's easy - it 's a l?w
risk situation but to make the jump between that and takmg
an individuai risk which has the potential of becoming or
stimulating mass risk, is a serious thing.
MACK : So do you think that just because of the structure of
their academic life - the amount of free time they have · that
they got involved, but as the involvement increases, they be come aware that their status as students is in jeopardy · they
become frightened and disengage?
ANN : I don't really know what it is . I know that people aren't
willing to stand up - that they 're unwilling to take individual
risks and say - "I 'm willing to accept responsibility " or " I'm
willing to accept whatever happens from this because it 's so
important."
JEREMIAH : ... or right or true
JEANNE : Do you think part of it is that they 're really pretty
unsure of the depth of their own involvement?
CHUCK : I think that's a big part of it. Also , just in general, we
don't live in a society that says its rational to put yourself in a
tough situation. The rationale is to make yourself as comfortable as possible. That's one reason ; another is that the
depth of their involvement is dubious in its own right, and
third I think those who have been involved are very tired after
years' of this and are looking for something else and are finding
it in things like food co-ops. There are a lot of off-shoots of
things that are still called revolutionary and radical and
movemeflt -like things that aren't directly political.
MEAUX : One thing that really gets me are remarks from
students I've talked to who say that they 're really unclear on
the issues; that they feel they can't make a stand because
they 're kind of confused. If you're in school for anything· at·
that time of yo.ur life when you have more time than you 'lJ.
ever have in your whole life for getting clear on the issues and,
the resources are right at your finger-tips, where you have th~reading materials and at least a few people you can talk to who
really know what they're talking about - and you ignore that
and go to football games and smoke dope every Saturday night
and then when you are a Junior or a Senior, turn around and
say you 're really not clear on the issues - there is no excuse for.
that. Taking that one stop further, how do you make any
committment, take any action when you don't really know
what's goin' on?
JEREMIAH: I do and don't agree with that. I think that one
of the myths that I know I was subject to, is called ripping-off
the university . Kids say - "I got this or that loan· I don't go to
classes - I'm ripping-off the university - They're not ripping
off, I'm ripping them off". I think that's just a real myth· I
know I wanted to believe that .
CHUCK : Like kids who enlist thinking they're going to rip-off
the army instead of being ripped-off by the army • that they
are going to beat the system.
ANN. The old liberal line - work from within.
JEANNE: What about students who are involving themselves
in things that the system really won't tolerate - for instance
the co-ops. The system is tolerating them only because they
aren't hurting it very much yet .
ANN : I think co-ops really are revolutionary · they really are
political. If they're done in that sense and ~irit it_ will come down to the point where the co-ops really will begm to affect
big business and then there will be a risk situation involved in
that kind of activity . I think people have to look forward to
that and expect that.

(cont'd. from page 11)

That kind of suggests that a lot of parents are rea?y
ind what their kids are doing. I think we have t~ qualify
Wat by saying liberal parents or awakened, enlightened
parents.
.
.
JEREMIAH : Right , and a few of them are domg _so~ethmg.
Look at a liberal organization like Metro-Act, which 1s ~ade
up mostly of parents. When an organization like that goes mto
a risk situation it's really news. When they do it it 's almost like
knocking down a wall .
JEANNE : In your cases your own actions did, in some ways,
liberalize your parents.
CHUCK : Right , and I think actions like this one have · in_the
last few years . been radicalizing liberal parents an? radicalizing liberal organizations. After three years of this sort of
thing , Metro-Act, being a liberal organization , no~ feels that
sense of urgency and is more willing to take a nsk . People
move on different levels and at different paces · there 's always
a leading and a lagging behind and a large midd~e _body . For
years now the ultra-resistance, as draft board ra1dmg people
have come to be known, have been leading the others and
organizations like Metro-Act are now following . Liberals still
very resistant to draft board raiding are that portion that's
lagging behind .

~

CHUCK :

"Universities are hardly radical or
they would have dissolved by now"
What about the last stronghold of liberal institutions we've got - the universities. They may have been
typified by the press as being the stronghold of radicals, but I
on 't think the evidence points to that at all. They're really
1beral institutions if they're not conservative. They're hardly
radical or they probably would have dissolved ~y now or _at
least be a lot different than they are . They are-still autocratic,
bureaucratic things. And what about the roles of students in
terms of risk. When there was a student strike at Fordham
called in relation to Cambodia, we had a relly good strike
going . nobody went to classes for a good week until final
exams came up and then there were only about 20 or 30
people left. They said • listen we're still_ on _strike · what's
everybody doing? . what happened to this thmg we had last
week? . what happened to 3000 kids? • why do we only have
30 now? And they all said . ..
MEAUX : .. . Exam week
JEREMIAH : Right - It's exam week ...
MEAUX : ... " I'll fail the year - I've put this much work in ·
why lose it all at the end?"
JEREMIAH : What are students, for example, willing to risk
just in terms of the academic structure?
JIM : A lot of students aren't doing things because they have
defense loans and they aren't willing to risk losing their loans.
MEAUX: I think the whole issue with students comes down to
how far does the government have to go before they 're willing
to risk a diploma or even a D instead of a B?
JERE Ml AH : I really wonder if the words "student" and
"radical" aren't contradictory . You can't be one and also be
the other.
CHUCK : Student in the formal sense of being enrolled in a
school. I think a radical though - if he is to continue being a
radical - can't ever stop being a student.
EREMIAH : OK, sure • say a "learner".
JEREMIAH:

Clearly the studen'ts have demonstrated that the
government has to go very far before they'll respond. I guess
that further says that the answer to a lot of problems isn't
going to come until they are felt as terrible pressing problems.

CHUCK:
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prepared for . Even if they are n~t politically a~are , they are
aware that school is not the sure ticket to material success that
it used to be. They don 't have those very clearly defi ned goals
anymore - they have to find their own goals. I ~ppose part of
it is that it 's at least a place to get together with other you~
people with relatively similar interests - people who don 't ju• . '
want to go out and get a job.
JIM : It 's also a place to hold off making a decision for three or
four more years.
.
JEREMIAH : Which is healthy . The impossibility of takmg a
year off bet ween high school and college for most people is
real. I wanted to do that but I knew I'd get drafted . It 's
healthy to have time to make your decisions.
CHUCK : I don 't think it 's always healthy to put off your
decisions. I think, though , that what a lot of college kids want
now, and apparently it 's a need that is fe lt as evident precisely
because things are so undefined , is a place where they can ?et
themselves together, be it a college or a monestary , or traveling
. just taking a year off and backpacking around the country.
There are a lot of kids enrolled in colleges right now who the
degree doesn 't mean that much to .
JEANNE : There are still a lot of kids in college who have
come from very conservative homes who aren 't even looking at
it as a time or a place to get themselves together and t hey 've
never really questioned any of this at all.
CHUCK : They 're still going for the get a job thing .
JEANNE : Right , and if they hadn 't gone, some of them would
never have begun to start questioning some things - at le1l:st
college gives them an opportunity to be exposed to some different ideas . perhaps starts people questioning . .
.
CHUCK : I think that's probably the one redeemmg quality of
colleges. A lot of people go to college not really knowing why
they go - I know I didn 't know why • it was expected of me · I
was just there . As tong as college is a place to pursue scholarship in one way or another and as long as kids go there not .
really knowing why they go there - it will still turn out
icals.
ANN : The problem with that is that it leaves you dependent
on a system not committed to the same things that we're
committed to . Also , colleges are cracking down on their liberality . they have stopped allowing questionable people to enter
in their freshman year . This has happened all over · a lot of
people have been screened out because of radicalism in high
school.
CHUCK : That happened in Notre Dame .

CHUCK : There are many things which are political in a
round-about sense - not political as we 've talked about draft
actions being political - but political in the sense that a co-op ~s
political. I think that making music is political - making love _is
political - smiling is political. I think _of wh~t Rep. ~tt m
California sais about rock music - he said rock is some kmd of
social device that breaks down people 's moral values and pro duces a euphoric state - and stuff like that . When yo~ get a
congressman saying such stupid things about rock music ~ou
suspect that maybe it is political in some sense ._I_don 't t~unk
it 's near political enough. I'd like to see rock llUISloans begin to
put their money s and their lives where their music is - where
their lyrics are - to take some of that money that they make
and do record industry co-ops - recording co-ops instead of
being bought off by RCA and places like that . They can get
more political if they want.
MACK : I think the days of education and radicalizing through
folk music and theater are over. That 's been done . I think that
anyone who sings protest songs these days is engaging in a kind
of hypocrisy. When Pete Seeger was singing in the 40 's and
50 's it was a real risk and he suffered, but you can sing anything today ... .
CHUCK : ... And RCA goes right along - they make money
off of it.
MACK : It 's been co -opted by commercial interests .
c H u c K : Hopefully , though , like if Jefferson Airplane
continually say s to RCA - " You 're just a mouthpiece for us
·a nd really we 're against you ... "
MEAUX : ... As they take their paycheck.
JEREMIAH : Right , as they open their new record label and
distribute through RCA.
CHUCK : Maybe a t hing worth pursuing is how easy it is to
buy off a good thing. I quit flashing the peace sign when I saw
Playboy's Playmate of the month on the cover giving the peace
sign . And there is nothing that has been corrupted .so
thoroughly as the Hippie movement. Every damn executive
you see on the street has long hair and bell bottoms.
JEREMIAH : Jack Kemp 's hair is longer than mine .
CHUCK : Even the word "love" has been bought off and cor. rupted and co-opted. You can 't say that and have it mean
anything more than " I love hamburgers ."
JEANNE : There are lots of students who have dropped out,
who have really gotten disgusted with things, but have accomplished nothing either for themselves or the community
and some of them have dropped back in again because they
realized nothing was happening .
ANN : Well, the universities provide a gathering place where
young people can get together and have that kind of freedom
and contact. The problem is that you have to be enrolled to be
a part of that group. There's no kind of community, no kind
·of group, no kind of place for people to be without having all
those trappings that kind of get in the way at least as far as
getting yourself straightened out and thinking things through
and deciding what you want to do about what you see.
MEA ux : It 's not just trappings - there are real limitations
·because you'll get kicked out if you don't measure up.
JEREMIAH : One of the alternatives - if you're really into
academics and you really enjoy lectures and the classroom
.situation - I know I did this at Cornell - you just trip in on the
.class, but you 'll never prove that you did - you'll never have
..anything that says you got an A in the course, but if what
_you're about is educating yourself, you can do it that way .

radfJ

Jack Kemp's hair is longer
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than mine "
ANN : When the radical groups are no longer permitted on
campus, college won 't then necessarily provide t?e alte1rnative
or the setting that it does now. It seems that if that s what
we 're talking about and that 's whatneedsto be done , then
some kind of alternative set up has to be found that serves the
purposes that we 're talking about . Colleges seem to serve those
purposes now , but it's unintentional.
JEREMIAH : Most of the good stuff that comes out of a col lege experience, at least in my own case, was my own reaction
to things as they were - not anything the college provid~d me
with . What I was going to say earlier when Jeanne mentioned
the people that have dropped out and then droppe_d
in'. is
that if there's any blame to be leveled there , I thmk it s with
the outside community . We don't have as yet an alternative to
college - an alternative stopping ground where people can
meet. I think that if you drop out into a vacuum, then college
looks that much better .

MACK : Students today I think are faced with problems that
students before the 60's weren't faced with. The university
was a place you went for fairly clearly defined reasons : you
· wanted to be an academician , a lawyer, a business man, an
engineer, etc. These things were straight in your own head and
most everyone else saw them the same way . But today stu dents are faced with a real dilemma - many of them have an
awareness of the unreality of the situation that they 're being
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need for radical talking professors and they had a hard time
keeping their jobs. There were professors at universities who
were ruined by HUAC, not for doing anything, but for talking.
It was a risk thing then, but now it isn't a risk thing to talk
talk is cheap and fashionable just as protest singing is cheap. I
don't think you can continue to lay that "flattering unction"
to your conscience that what you're doing is turning people
on.
JEANNE: That's not entirely what I'm talking about.
MACK: What you're talking about is preparing people to make
intelligent decisions, right?
JEANNE: Yes and just getting to think. It's quite possible to
go through college, to go through life without really thinking.

CH ucK: I think that colleges are helping the search for alternatives to college when they screen their freshman classes an-:1
let in on the conservative people - colleges are actually spelling
heir own demise there.
NN: Well, I'm less concerned about the colleges and more
concerned about the need that seems to be met there. This is
really so true especially in a city like Buffalo where the community colleges and state colleges really provide that for
people coming out of working class families. There is a tremendous need for some kind of alternative place, alternative
group set-up where people can meet.
JEANNE: Maybe a lot of kids wouldn't be ready for any kind
of an alternative set-up if they hadn't been exposed to certain
things in college. There are a few good people on the faculty
who have started kids thinking who might never have thought
of thinking or of asking questions of themselves and it seems
that if there's any benefit to be derived , it's in that area .
MEA ux: A college professor I know is having real problems
being a professor, but what if there weren't people around like

"what happens to the system

hi m.?

if you leave?"

CHUCK: That's the old thing of "what happens to the system
if you leave?"
JEANNE: But that really is important because what happened
to all those kids who are pushed into college if they never have
that opportunity? The opportunities are small enough as they
are, but they still do exist.
MEAUX: Right . If he leaves, he might be replaced by a real
conservative.
ANN : But if we have that little faith, there are very few people
who would have ever acted. I would have remained teaching
where I was because I was doing good things - Dan Berrigan
would have stayed at Cornell because he was doing good
things.
JEANNE: But you were all potential radicals. Most people
aren't, but still most pec:'lple are capable of thinking some
pretty good things and maybe even doing things that even
they're not capable of. They may never turn out to be real
radicals but the thing is, they may never even begin to explore
their own minds if someone doesn't turn them on somewhere
along the line.
ANN: Well, with all these good people around, not much has
been happening.
CHUCK: It seems that professors at colleges and universities
for years and years and years have been influencing people and
educating them. A guy goes through school and gets all this
knowledge only so he can be a part of the school and continue
to impart it to those who follow who will become a part of the
school and so on. Like a professor of Philosophy - what does a
philosopher do except teach philosophy and write philosophy
for philosophers and students of philosophy. It's a perpetual
thing and while that perpetual thing is going on the universities
have become something different from what they started out
to be - or at least additional to what they started out to be.
ANN: It seems that one of the primary reasons for action
among action people is to make their feelings and their words
consistant with their actions. Really people are influenced by
actions, not by words. Its the people who act upon what they
say who really influence others. All those professors who are
mouthing all the proper things and who aren't acting on what
they say really can't influence anybody.
JEANNE: But I'm not talking about the professors who are
mouthing all sorts of radical ideas. I'm talking about the professors who actually get people thinking on their own - which
may even lead them to become radicals.
MEAUX: It seems to me that people wouldn't always be able
to relate to actions unless somebody somewhere had prepared
them for understanding.
MACK: Ann was talking about the value of actions over words
and I think she's absolutely right because YQU can't continue
as a viable "turner oner" if you don't do something. The historical context is significant. In the 50's there was a real

CHUCK: It seems that our educational system, though, has
been geared toward encouraging people not to think. Schools
impart information, but they don't answer a quest for learning. I don't think you have to prepare anybody to think. It
seems that sometimes an uneducated person can understand an
action like ours better than an educated liberal can because
liberal has too much to work with and he's too indoctrinated
against it even though he is a liberal. Very simple things are
talked about here - justice, murder, things that don't involve a
lot of liberal conversation.
JEANNE: I'm thinking in terms of, say literature. People cqn
certainly go through lit classes doing nothing but reading the
assignments, passing the tests, writing a few papers, but not
really learning.
Take "Moby Dick" for example. Most
people don't consider it a radical book, but you can read that
book and you can see that it really is a radical book and yqu
can come to some pretty radical opinions yourself if you •~e
been steered in a way so that you're open and can make certain observations and decisions on your own. This is what I
mean about there being a potential there for people to see and
question things that they might not have had an opportunity
to otherwise.
'
CHUCK: Yeh, but I still think it holds true that actions speak
louder than words. The common denominator that we get
down to when we speak about political effectiveness or effectiveness in terms of moving people are things that involve risk.
When Pete Seeger was singing protest songs it involved risk for
him and maybe encouraged others to do something. Today
risk involves something else. Maybe tomorrow draft board
raids will be co-opted and something more risky will be called
for in order to move people, but it seems in any case, the
things that do anything, that move people are things that involve risk.
MACK: I think you all agree that there has to be an element of
risk if there's going to be any change and that the more people
who take risks and the more publicity these risks are given, the
more people will be conditioned to taking risks. But the one
thing most Americans hang onto longer than anything else is
their material security. You know liberals have always been
very good ex.cept where it came to risking their material security. I think building up a community of risk is the most important thing that political people can do today, and it's the
most significant political action thay they can take today.
JEREMIAH: I'm not going to argue.
MACK: I'd like to hear more from you about that because I
know how difficult it would be to try to develop that kind of
community among middle class people.
·
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".. we're not conditioned to

ANN: It's kind of like we're up against everything we've been
conditioned to believe in, and so creating that kind of tolerance is something that has to be pushed for. It's like the whole
thing about peace. People feel somehow that it's not going to
have to be 5truggled for - but we have to consider what we're
really up agdinst and how much time and effort is spent on
making us a war -like country. It's not easy to turn that
aroulfd. We 're conditioned to accept young men going off to
war; cond itioned to accept the government deciding that
they 'II be killed or that they 'II fight in the Dominican Re, public this week and Southeast Asia next week. We're conditioned to accept all those things and we're not conditioned
to individuals saying no, to individuals taking risks, to individ uals having control of the government.
JEREMIAH : Or of themselves.
ANN:
The idea of government being a tool of the people to
achieve certain goals that the people decide are goals has been
lost. Government has become a self-sustaining kind of thing
that has a life, a goal, a structure, and a system all its own.
Creating communities of risk is sort of like reconditioning
people so that we don't become the odd folks; so that personal
responsibility is the norm instead of the exception. That's certainly part of our goal.
JIM : That's the basis of any real revolution .
CHUCK : Yeh , we've got to be ready for that and as resistance
escalates I think what James Douglas is saying is that we must
also expect more opposition. As we get more effective, we
must also expect to see more blood here - as we start winning.
JEANNE : /\s to the growing community of risk - what you did
and what you have to say to people can have an effect on
them that might make them ready to take risks that they
weren't ready for before.
ANN: That has to be our faith • then we can go to jail in peace
knowing there are always the new people.
JEANNE: That's pretty much what you are depending on,
isn't it;
CHUCK: Yes, and it means everything. I remember being in
jail and in a kind of news black.-out - when we finally got a
newspaper that talked about 28 arrested in Camden - I really
felt so good about it - that someone else was doing it too. I felt
real strength in those numbers.
JEREMIAH: Someone in Pittsburgh told me that Phil Berrigan
laughed for ten minutes when he heard about it. This was
during their hunger fast and it gave them a trememdous lift to
know that people were carrying on. There has got to be that
faith . I hope I have that faith that people will carry on
whether I know about it or not.
JEANNE·

on

to individuals taking risks,
to individuals having control
of the government."
of thing. You can't change one part without effects and ramifications throughout the system. This is what people seem
unwilling to accept or even look at. They say "Oh Yeh, The
draft system's bad • it should be changed". The draft system
can't be changed and made right within the context of an
unjust society. If people are really thinking about change, they
have to think about a really pervasive kind of change. You
can't just pick out something that is wrong and expect to cut
it out, isolate it, and change that one little aspect and expect
for there not to be any ramifications - it's just unreal.
MACK : That's a question that repeatedly comes up. A lot of
people who are sympathetic to you want you to be able to tell
them some good that will come of your action without any
radical change in the system. They ask what kind of a political
reaction do you expect from your action and if you don't
expect any, why did you do it?
JIM : Well if enough people are made sensitive to issues
through actions like ours, there will have to be a politicafJ
reac~ion. This could affect the whole electoral process, but I'm '
not exactly sure how it's going to affect it. It might mean that
people are really going to try to get into the electoral process
and try to get some control. As it's set up now, I don't know if
that's a possibility. Or it might mean changing or doing away
with the electoral process and come up with some other process. I see that it has to have some effect, but it's impossible
for me to lay out what the effect will be. I just have to take
faith in what I see as truth and right in what I'm doing. If you
have that faith, you believe the end is going to be good even
though you don't have it all mapped out.
ANN: If you're talking about change, you can't map it all out you just don't know what's going to happen. It means faith,
but change also means jumping off - a willingness to jump off
into something for which the boundaries and the rules are
going to be uncertain for a while, at least. People who want it
all mapped out are really expressing an unwillingness to
change.
JEANNE: I don't think people can expect you to have a blueprint.
JI M: It shows a lack of a sense of urgency for people to think
they can wait until they get a blueprint. I don't see that we
can wait - we don't have much choice. We can't keep going on
the road we're on now. We just have to have faith in something
else. I can't have faith in what is working in the processes we
have to work with now and I feel such a sense of urgency in
the present situation.
MACK: Perhaps there is still some hope for the system. I was
thinking about the last presidential election and the two ways
of looking at the McCarthy campaign. You could view it as a
failure of the system because McCarthy won the primaries
only to lose to the convention machinery • or you could look
at it this way: that a man bucked the system in the primaries
and came close - the hope being that the next effort may be
successful.

The three latest actions were, in a sense, a carrying

JEREMIAH: "in a
CHUCK: Yes sir'

JEREMIAH:

caught.

individuals saying no,

sense". Wow!

They carried it one step further - they didn't get

MA c K: You see these kinds of actions mainly as educating
actions · whatever direct impact they might have on the draft
i,y~tem - right?OK - We've already talked about the community
of risk. Assuming its impossible to build up a large enough
com1m,nity to risk to really change the country in that way,
do you think there's a possibility that a significant number of
people would be made more sensitive to issues so that eventually changes would come through the regular political chan•nels?
• A l'l N: I don't know if people really effect the electoral process, but they effect the politicians, certainly. I think some
. drastic changes would have to be made in the draft laws be• cause of draft resistance. When you talk about change, you

• ·don't just change one aspect of something - change means
several kinds of change. You change your attitudes, you
change your behavior, the things that you do - it's a total kind
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CHUCK:And that's very probable. It would seem to follow
that if it's not going to make any difference one way or the
other who is president, then it 's probably not going to make
any difference in total number of lives if the draft goes awa,,
tomorrow or if the Vietnam war goes away tomorrow - just as
many people will be killed somewhere else .

JEREMIAH: Well, I certainly don't have any faith in Richard
Nixon for the next four years - I have a real fear. I think it's
very important that he not be re-elected. But I also think its
·mportant that people don't put all their faith in McCarthy ,
McGovern , Muskie , or whoever . Those people aren't going to
do it - they can't , they really can 't, not even if they 're the
most honest people on earth. But , nevertheless , I think it 's
really important to get rid of Nixon.
ANN : I think there 's a real danger in aiming at politicians and
at personalities and not aiming at raising the level of consciousness and making people really intelligent voters who will aim
at issues, so that , eventually , people like Nixon will never get
into positions where there is a possibility of them being elect ed. The issues are much more important than the politicians,
and that clarifies in my own mind the whole thing about deal ing with party politics - no Democratic or Republican party
nominee is going to speak to the issues that I think are really
important or to the changes that I think have to be made . I
think a liberal politician in a way , clouds the issues .
JEREMIAH : That 's the old argument of let 's hope Nixon will
get in because repression will be heavier and issues will be
clearer - and that 's no good because people get killed as a
result of that.
CHUCK : I don't think there 's any danger in having a good
liberal in the president 's seat.

ANN : No it doesn't. It means that you have to aim at where
the problem is and that is that the executive is out of control It doesn't solve anything to put a good person into a system
that 's out of control.
JEREMIAH :No , I'm not talking about Muskie , for instance , as
a good man because in order to be president , you can 't be a

ANN: I don 't think there's any danger. I'm questioning
whether there is any real difference.
JEREMIAH : I think there is . I don't think Ramsey Clark for
example, would propose 60 day detention camps , if for no
other reason than because of his liberal image, but a John
Mitchell can not only propose it , but via the Supreme Court ,
can legislate it - and that's dangerous. Liberal politicians provide that holding action, which is necessary, despite all our
needs for a revolution. It doesn't serve anybody 's needs to
have a Richard Nixon.
ANN: I didn't say it served their needs. I still question whether
there's that great a difference to people's lives.
JEREMIAH: I think there is - especially poor people's iives. If
nothing else, there is greater pressure for somebody like
Humphrey or Muskie to come up with a better welfare system,
if welfare is all we're going to have for the next ten years.

good person - but in order to be a Richard Nixon , you 're an
evil person and you can get away with evilness because of the
state of American affairs. The answer isn 't one man but it
does make a difference . In no case does it lessen the ~eed for
resistance and the education that we're talking about that
comes through actions such as ours - that has to be continued .
CHUCK : Getting back to the question as to whether a significant number of people can be enlightened, can be made
aware because of actions like ours - I think so - I hope so . As
far as I can see, that's our only hope. It does seem to me that
the beginnings of that are happening . It seems that with every
one of these actions, every time someone has thrown himself
right into the raging river of risk, everyone who knows that
person is brought that much closer to the edge of the river.
Maybe the splash gets some water on those people. It seems
that already a significant number of people are being touched .

JEREMIAH : Those are the arguments we react strongly
against all the time.
CHUCK : I know - that 's what I'm saying - I react strongly
against the argument that it doesn 't make any difference as to
who is president. I don 't put a whole lot of weight in the
presidency, but still ...
JEREMIAH : But the fact that you don 't lend legitimacy to
the presidency doesn't say that the executive branch isn 't completely out of control. It can do just about anything it wants
to .
CHUCK : And therefore, it does make a difference who holds
that position.

The Real World
''Do you know
what you know?''
for m.c . f. an d d.w. l.

•

Most of my articles thus far have dealt with art as a life
form . Wendy Hughes in her article of t he 10 November issu e
applied the technical terms of art to everyda y happenings.
George Howell in Field Notes is essentially doing the same
thing. If you recognize Life as a form of Art, you can perhaps
better understand art proper and also apply some life thoughts
to your view of Art.
One recognizes that some peo ple live artful lives without
ever being considered artists, because t hey themselves do not
recognize it. I'm not talking of t he Emily Dickinson 's whose
poetry nobody knew about until after her deat h. These people
have perfected their communication and sensitivity to others
to such a point that the indirect path of art is unnecessary .
Despite my insistence upon Art 's own life , I believe that if
people could communicate, the need fo r Art would disappear .
We would begin to be our own art ists, creators of our own
lives. If everyone would write , paint, act , etc . there would be
no need for outstanding figures in the Art world .
People are not aware of the pote ntial they have ; they are
not aware of the great responsibility the artist has. The artist is
aware that this responsibility proceeds from his particular
talent, for Art remains powerful. In assuming the burden of
the title artist, one recognizes the power and the fact that at
this time in history, artists are not assumed to be noble , re sponsible , or even moral. There is a certain awe which people
have of men and women who create t heir own occupation and
manufacture things independent ly ; this awe either turns into
respect for the artist's principles or an extreme dislike. People,
unsure of themselves, develop dist rust of those who appear
confident and generally optimistic.
We must realize the risk taken by artists in presenting their
work to the public. If you can remember giving speeches in a
class, equate it with the artist revealing his creation. Remem ber that the speech only lasted minutes while the art work is
forever and the artist must go right on to the next speech .

CAROL EDMONDSON

The public is the last to realize the very basic impulse s
behind creating. If people would remain open to each other
and to their environment , they would see automatically the
artist 's thoughts. One must take advantage of any unusual circumstances to make people believe that t hey are human beings
and not so different from everyone else . This openess is the
key , the essential requirement for creating, appreciating and
living .
The artist only wants people to respect each other , respect
him because he is in the same state and lastly respect the work
of art for what it has done . I listened last spring to a man who
was not receiving response to his book. People were thumbing
through it , mumbling and looking just plain scared and
mystified. This man took the book in his hand and shook it at
them saying , " See this? This is nothing , NOTHING 1 It 's only a
way to get you into yo urselves." He threw it across the room
and into the wall . And that is what Art is meant to do in the
artist 's eyes. If it can 't get you into yourself and out to others ,
it doesn 't make it .

" Not to exclude or demarcate , or pick out evils from therr
formidable masses (even to expose them ,)
But add , fuse , complete , extend . and celebrate the immortal
and the good ."

Walt Whitman
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THE QUESTION IS :
CAN

AN ARTIST BE

TONE - DEAF?

WENDY HUGHES

Cheerleading tryouts were the biggest
social event of 1962 in Churchville, New,
York. We'd been practicing for four
weeks screaming the names of the star
basketball players in our fifth grade
classes, discussing uniforms over our thirty cent lunches , and most importantly,
we'd been carrying on a political
campaign that could have made Kennedy
and Goldwater drop their jaws in awe .
Skill in performing leaps and jumps
wasn't the issue at the tryouts at all.
There was only one girl in the class who
was physically capable of enduring the
rigors of the court; that was Karen, who
happened to be ( for those few weeks at
least) my very best friend and co-conspiritor. She made it publically known
that if selected, she would not pick up a
porn-porn unless I was there to do it with
her. Due process being what it is, on the
day of the big game , I was out there
bouncing away in support of our team,
my glasses falling off my face, my gangly
legs intertwining with themselves, generally making everyone (Karen included)
seem very silly. Karen was not my very
best friend at all, until three weeks later.
At that time, she was elected to the music
club ; thanks to me, we got our first tonedeaf member.
At the opening of the thirty • third
Western New York Exhibition , a woman
came dressed in a yellow plastic garbage
bag painted in bright , gaudy spots of
color.
The people responsible for selecting
the pieces to be included were Leon A.
Arkus, Director of the Carnegie Institute
Museum of Art in Pittsburgh; Grace
Hatigan, painter; and Lyman Kipp, sculptor. They are responsible for the show
turning out the way it did. I cannot say
for sure that I know what their motivations were, much less their criteria for
judging. I suspect that I am not the only
person who left the show disappointed in
some of the pieces included, and who
recognized the implication that someone
is being goofed upon. The artists of Western New York to be specific.

Daniel E. McNamara Untitled
Sears. Roe bu ck and Co mpan y Award

Vincent J. Hal.-tassano

Hanging # l

The show clearly divides itself into the
professionals, the dabblers and the
politicos. An elementary knowledge of
the Buffalo edition of Who's Who gives
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Adam, l\lddrum and AnJ e rson Co m pa n y Awa rd

one the criteria for the inclusion of such
pieces as Joseph Manch 's Paris-Cobble stones, a photograph that is nice . That is
all, just nice. He is the Commissioner of
(cont 'd on page 32)

the Buffalo City School System. The
painting by Jeanne Jordan Wolf, Another
Time, Another Place- Little Boy in Sleigh
Bed is, I assume, an attempt at painting in
the primitive style. It is a poor primitive,
it is an embarassing moment when one
comes upon it not two feet inside the
entrance to the exhibition. Within the
re3lm of the professional exhibitors, there
ar.e many outstanding selections. But to
ignore them during the judging would
have been a total lack of subtlety . The
photographs that we've included are
examples of this last category, the sort of
work that one would expect fro m a show
of this type .
It is sad that the over all tone of this
show was manipulated by the three
judges to become such a sad affair, such
an untrue picture of the work tha t Western New York artists are up to . The
show is worth going to see. It is a cute
trick interspersed with some excellent
pieces.
My own opinion of the level of responsibility and sincerity that I had
assumed the Albright-Knox to be
co ncerned with has been proved to be an
ideali stic joke. The rest of the ty ping I
usually do is going to be spent writing a
letter to the director of t he museum .
This particular Farce (a private joke
for the three people listed as "Judges"
above ) will be on through 19 December.

Drama
A COLD BLOODED WORLD
•

GEORG E HOWELL

The 7 :00 showing of A Cold Blooded
World , written by student Carl Tillman ,

artd presented by Black Liberation Front
Theater Workshop and the Program for
Afro -American Studies on 4 December,
was so different from other student productions I have seen this year that I'm
not quite sure where to begin this review .
Maybe for openers, I should say that the
whole evening was one of the loosest ,
most info rmal things I've been to in quite
some time.
' I mean , when 's the last time you 've
gone to a theater program where you
could help yourself to some MD 20/20
punch and bro wnbread and cream cheese
sandwiches before the show? There was a
table set up to the left of the social hall
stage where you could help yourself to
srtacks while some really fine modern jazz
was played as background music . Even

Sonny An derson hol ds Paul at bay in

though the play started more than a halfhour late , the audience , mo stly Black,
didn 't seem hassled by it .
The play was something else. Basically, the play was built around the life and
times of So nny Anderson , a slick Black
Iceman , who pimps whores to white
frea ks with leather fetishes and other
asso rted hang-u ps. Tillman plays on the
incongruities that arise between Sonny 's
1ttitude of sex as power over whites and
his anger at his sister Barbara who turns
tricks fo r a whitey hippy . Tillman parallels the Anderson family , made up of
Sonny , brother Roger (a Black militant
embarassed by the attention he is getting
from a Jewish chick at school) , sister
Barbara (a rather idealistic girl falling under the evil influences of white hippiesshe actually trips!), with Paul (faggity -ass)
and his siste r Joyce (whose whoring for
Sonny infuriates Paul) . Sonny's woman ,
Laurie, is a sort of conscience , who trie s
to get Sonny to give up his life as an old world Black meat peddler to become an
honest new-world Black man . Irate Paul
breaks into Sonny 's place in the end , an
Elizabethan gun fight takes place , and
everyone is killed except Sonny , who
realizes the error of his ways.
The play sounds like old hat but it is
well written , with some really interesting
lines popping up here and there , along
with some neat character insights. The
ending was a bit heavy but then drama
has become as much a victim of over-kill
as our tax dollars .
As for the production. Well. .. it was
pretty loose. It seems Roosevelt Wardlow
stepped unprepared into the role of
Roger Anderson . The name listed in the
program wasn't at the show, so the director acted as fill-in . He carried a copy of
the script with him on stage, inside a
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magazine, which he read from during the
show. Some places it worked , other
places it didn 't .
Keith Jones, who played Sonny , was
quite an erratic actor , to say the least. I
mean , sometimes he was really good, the
act ion would really start to build and
then he 'd just kind of lose it somewhere
along the way.
Probably the two best , most consistent players were Barbara Buster as
sister Barbara , and Helen F. Stone as
Laurie. The two of them seemed to know
who they were , where they belonged on
the set , and what they had to do with the
action of the play. Helen Stone was particularly good.
The really interesting thing about the
production was the audience. I don 't
think I've ever been to a play where the
audience had as much fun watching the
play as this one did . Even when the play
got so loose that the actors on the stage
were laughing at themselve s, you could
feel the audience pulling for the play. It
was a good feeling . As someone said after
the play " I don 't know if I laughed in the
right places, but I really dug watching it. "
After the play, a modern jazz quintet
performed for a few hours. They were
really good. Again , there wa s wine and
snacks set fo r the audience .
What I really liked about the whole
evening was the casualness with which the
audience and the performers carried
themselves. The play obviously wasn't
done in a very professional manner and
yet that didn 't seem to bother anyone . It
was understood that everyone was going
to have a good time and they did.
Future BLF TheatP.r Workshop productions are Theme For Linda and Son
Come Home , to be presented in Upton
Hall in February , and Langston Hughes'
Tambourines to Glory ,in March.

determining the validity of this technique
one is forced to the matter of interpretation, for the technique seems to be
half the message . In the more successful
moments of the poem , the empathy is
complete and the woman disappears, or is
buried beneath an external reality , as the
title indicates. The woman disappears into the window , or projects most of
herself into it . As indicated earlier, perhaps it is a weakness that technique so
overweighs the statement.

Poetry
BLACK AND YELLOW
• CHRISTOPHER SAJECKI

The cover of a literary work is an in teresting phenomenon. Usually, it is an
opaque piece of material used as one half
of the enclosure of what is , in a well
known work , guaranteed transparency .
Too often however, in the case of a small
literary magazine , a cover is merely the
first one sees of many covers, the work is
hat opaque. The idea of transparency is
articularly appropriate since the first
issue of Elm Leaves has recently been
made available, and since, included in the
magazine is a work by Carol Edmondson ,
titled, "The Window Performs in Stillness." It would be flattering to the
magazine if the second word of this title ,
as description, could be designated as a
summary of the entire contents of the
November issue . However, it would not
be flattering to the poem. I find positive
the fact that Elm Leaves' first issue ,
though late , does not entirely sound like
manufactured literature hot off the
presses. There is indeed a bit more room
to breathe , in the magazine itself and in a
couple of the individual works. However,
transparency, at its extreme, is as much
of a wooden leg as a poem that does not
come off. The November Elm Leaves contains both; along with several pieces more
balanced.
Carol Edmondson 's poem, " The
Window Performs in Stillness," referred
to earlier, is definitely more of a totality
than her other poem, and definitely more
readable. The muted tone , the careful
manipulation of tableaus, that is, the juxtapositon of objects and the shifting of
reference points, all fit in nicely with the
Acheme of the poem. The poem consists
Wof a series of tedious minute observations
and descriptions designed to render the
poem one of those anxiety filled tension
of the moment situations. However, in

Two other poems, one by Jim Taylor
beginning " the guitar is laughter ," the
other, by Lucinda Stratton beginning " i
remember an irony ," are examples of
poems which rely upon one or two rather
good images to sustain them . However, it
may be the case that the individual
images or sections are not enough . In Jim
Taylor 's poem , for example , we have an
interesting image of " lungs out/in music/
near th mind " which is a combination of
image and eye/breath coordination. To
respond to that image , to even begin to
realize the image the reader must make
quite a quick transition, jump quite a gap ,
in fact . However, once out on that poetic
limb the reader is left stranded. The poem
seems to pick up on another tra il.
The first stanza of Lucinda Stratton's
poem is probably the most successful , the
parallel contrasts of warmth and security
with nakedness, of rape with masquerade
are successful enough. The powerful
image of withdrawal crying out in icy
stakes gives the stanza a bit more substance. It is a gruesome image which, I
think, evokes the feeling of stark nakedness and isolation which the poet is after.
However, the second stanza represents a
Joss of energy from the first , as poetry
decays to poetic comment .

If there is such a thing as an anti -story ,
George Howell 's " Car Ride " might just be
an example of it . The usual techniques or
elements of plot and character are
subordinated to the device of juxtaposition of information. The key seems
to be in what information which has already been established as reference
points. Thus the weight of the story is
shifted from character, who often determines a story , and plot, to the
craftmanship of the author. He must, of
necessity , be a sculptor . This can often
place both story and author on dangerous
grounds, as it does here. Once a reference
point is established, the rest of the story
should proceed within the framework already established. In this case, the tra ditional device of fiction , the look, the
possession ,visual rape of one character by
another is discarded. Gerald scoffs at Mrs.
Fein's attempts at scrutinizing him . Fine.
However, if the eye game has been discarded as a tension producing device,
what is the point of returning to it as the
author does later in the story? Mrs. Fein

is again described as try ing to "capture "
the main character.
The story as a whole seems too easily
the opposite of what a story usuall y is.
Both character and author seem a bit too
secure in their passivity. Gerald 1s pictured as a bit too secure, or a bit too
complacent.
The poetry o f Robert Litzenberger
provides an almost desperately need ed
change from the studies in understatement. " Make Him Cynic" ta ps more
lyrical reservoirs, in both language and
message. Perhaps this is successful li terary
strategy. The modern conventions of understatement are too drained already, and
are usually employed at the wrong moment.
Elm Leaves hasn 't the flair, the impact
that it possessed last year. However, perhaps a more relaxed pace is necessary if
Elm Leaves is to continue to provide
readers with breathing room between
issues, poems, and lines, tha t had been
ignored for so long.

A NOTE

• C .E .

I refrained from doing the tota l review
for obvious reasons but I feel t hat there
needs to be made a few more co mment s
on some of the positive and negative aspects of Elm Leaves.
Ronald Cinelli 's"D,w Jones Religion" is
almost as obvious as its t itle . Cinelli has afantastic sense of humor, it is hardly however a new approach to an old idea or
even a new idea with an old approach.
The third stanza has some country
rhythm and unusual rhyme but- Cinelli
might be better off separa ting his
religious sentiment from his poetry.
" Car Ride" by George Howell doesn' t
really give us the satisfa ction of a short
story; it seems to be more a chapter, ~t
the end of which we are wondering,
" What ever happened to Gerald 7 " It pr,")ceeds smoothly in the car until we are.
presented with Gerald looking for a
quotation . This one spot in t he story
seems to be apart fro m everyt hi ng else. A
"new Oldsmobile" containing Mrs. Fein.
whose paintings "are actually someone
else's" and who seems to be desperately
trying to be relevant is rrally finely don~.
The yellow pages added po sitively to
the second photograph by Barry Co hen .
The more it is looked at, the more it
seems a sketch or a picture of a pa inting .
This same yellow is a definite detraction
from Jason Barr's last pictu re in the issue .
Color is an important part of reception of
the whole and it should be very carefully
controlled. The yellow was relaxing to
the eye but it also subtracted somewhat
from the impact of the graphics.

Records
•

MICHAEL SAJECKI

E PLURIBUS F UNK
SW- 853

" In Funk we Tru st'' or so Mark Farner
lead guitarist of Grand Funk Railroad as
well as Terry Knight would have us think.
E Pluribus Funk is a highly unusual album. The album jacket is shaped like a
silver dollar . Very nice. Quite symbolic
also . One, symbolic of the exorbitant
amount of bread we pay for it ; two,
symbolic of the ridiculously large amount
of money Farner and company make
from the little venture.
I suppose it is significant to note that
on several cuts on the album , Grand Funk
has tried to express such original
philosophies as " People Let's Stop the
War," "Take a stand, save the land, " and
" we need each other to live in peac;e and
harmony ." After we wait a few minutes
to catch our breath from absorbing all
these earth-shattering statements on one
record, we proceed to analyze the music.
We can take heart in the' fact that
musically, Grand Funk is improving. I
could almost swear that I heard Mel
Schracher playing a different bass line
somewhere on the album. The one he had
been using before then was getting a little
boring. And did I detect Marl Farner
making an attempt to deliver an excellent
vocal on Loneliness?
Anyway, there is a little more variety
,n this album. Not much more, but still
there are definite signs of progress. The
trouble with a group like Grand Funk is
that it takes them five albums to find out
the mistakes or weaknesses made on their
first album . This could be due to the fact
that Grand Funk Railroad has been
played up, publicity wise, to be the biggest rock band since the breakup of
Cream and the Iron Butterfly. Which is all
fine and dandy but it doesn't give them
much room to move. Also, this political
kick they're on could destroy the success

they have enjoyed since theu emergence.
"There's money in them war machines."
Mark Farner sings but there 's also money
in them electric rock machines and it
won't take people long to put two and
two together.
Like I said before there are signs of
progress. If you ignore all the lyrics, the
whole record sounds kind of nice with
Foot Stompin Music setting the tone for
most of the record . It is a loud, exuberant
number which moves along rather well.
The organ insertion in the song also adds
another dimension . Other songs worth
listening to more than once are Upsetter
and No Lies.
The best track on the album is a tune
called Loneliness. Even if it hadn 't been
as well written a piece as Closer to Home,
which I think it is, I would still praise it
because of the string arrangement which
was well done . Maybe that's because
Grand Funk didn't arrange it. But I'm
moving off on a tangent again . Oh well,
buy the record, look at it, kiss it, take it
to bed, hang it up in your bathroom or
play it. You just might enjoy it.

LED ZEPPELIN IV

SD-7208

Before I say anything else, I feel that
it is my duty to tell you that the name of
the latest Led Zeppelin album is not Led
ZeppeJin IV. But for the sake of identification , and because Zaffo sounds damn
silly, it exists as Led Zeppelin IV.
To most people, Led Zeppelin has
been a group that is capable of many
things, as long as they all dealt with hard,
loud rock. To me however, Led Zeppelin
has been a group that has surprised me
from album to album. Their playing has
always been excellent, but for some reason or other, the group has always
seemed to lack direction. The musicians
weren't playing together but were playing
against each other. Either Jimmy Page
and company played too loud for Robert
Plant to be heard, or else Robert Plant
screamed so loud that one would forget
that there was a group playing with him .

On the new album, this problem has
been done away with rather nicely . For
the first time in their four album history,
the members of Led Zeppelin are working
together as a musical unit.
For all those who would think t
hard rock is dead, Led Zeppelin has pr
duced some very heavy evidence to
dispute that opinion. Black Dog which
opens tJ:te album is a heavy rocker which
we haven 't seen the like of since Whole
Lotta of Love. Except that the playing is
a whole lot better. Plant has finally
learned how to control his voice so that
every element of the group can be appreciated individually.
Rock and Roll , the next song on the
album, is exactly what the title says it is.
Hard Rock. Except that the drumming is
excellent and the bas;; is too , which
wasn't always the case in the past.
By this time, most people who had listened would think that Led Zeppelin had
produced another clunky album . But Led
Zeppelin really changes the pace on the
next tune . In The Battle of Evermore, we
1ind Plant , for the first time in his career,
concerned with harmonization. The other
half of this harmonization is guest
vocalist Sandy Denny, who, along with
Plant, delivers one of the most interesting
harmonies that we will ever come across
these days. By the way, the track is entirely accoustic , something which Led
Zeppelin has had a great deal of success
with on Led Zeppelin III.
Stairway to Heaven, the last song
the first side, happens to be my favorJI''
cut on the whole album . Everything
about this cut is simply extra-ordinary.
Plant delivers a very fine vocal and the
lyrics are simply beautiful. The track
starts out as an accoustic track and then
successfully and subtly changes to an
electric air of tasteful playing.
Side two offers the same variety to us,
as well as excellent playing.

rA

Especially interesting to note is the
mellotron used on Four Sticks and the
fine, versatile vocal of Plant on another
accoustic number, Going to California.
Led Zeppelin, in my opinion, is definitely the heavy of heavies, as well as
one of the most versatile rock bands on
the s::ene today. Here's hoping that they
keep people like Grand Funk and Cactus
in their place. At the bottom.

The Real World
needs people interested in

POETRY<\ CLASSICAL MUSIC, JAZZ, FOLK, and FILM

As for Induction Day, I cannot say what I am
going to do. I think anyone reading this story or
knowing me personally can see that I am serious
about Conscientious Objection and have always followed my beliefs. This Induction business has been
a strain on me, but I'll survive.

OBJECTOR (con 't from pa.ge 23)

sible to them, only to have my case treated with
such a lack of sensitivity.
After this set-back, I began filing for an appeal
their decision. I wrote the board an 8 page letter,
pointing out the discrepencies between their transscript of the appearance and mine, which I wrote
after the meeting. These discrepencies were minor
things, really - where Mr. Landrey said that although he believed in my stand, his views differed
from mine, the board says that he didn't believe in
me.
In response to this letter, I received a 3 line
paragraph in my file stating that I sent them the
letter and there wasn't anything in it that could
change their opinion. They did, however, agree to
send my file to the Western District Appeal Board
for review. I was also granted an interview with the
Government Appeals Agent to have someone hear
my case from my mouth, and possibly represent me
in front of the Appeal Board.
The Agent turned out to be a very old man,
who had served in World War I and who was losing
his hearing. He advised me that if I went into the
military, I'd probably end up in the suoporinn, !1its,
as a mess clerk, or something. f tried i.>; impress on
him that my case had not received a fair treatment
yet, that everything of a non-Christian content in
my file had been consistantly ignored, and that beuse this information was essential to my beliefs, it
eeded to be reviewed. He said he'd write a note,
making sure the complete thing was read. Later, I
received another I-A card, with a 4-0 vote on it. I
should mention that the Appeal Board in this area
is nototiously bad in granting appeals. Because the
vote was unanimous, I have no more appeals left.
Shortly after this, I was drafted.
I am corning to the end of this history. There
are things I haven't had a chance to mention yet
and would be willing to talk to anyone about my
case. What I want to say, though, in the remaining
space is that anyone with a draft problem, anyone
interested in filing for a C.0., should go to see the
people at the Draft Counseling Center on North
Parade Street. These guys are very thorough and
they are ·very legal. They understand the draft laws
better than any other group (including the draft
boards) in the Buffalo area. They won't bullshit
you. They have a very ethical, legal attitude about
this whole situation. They will not give you halfassed information or try to pull some illegal deals
over the board that will later be blown in your face.
Their concern is for people, and treat you like a
human being. Sometimes there is quite a wait to get
. to see your counselor I and sometimes when you
o get to see him, you may not like what he had
tosay or the way he is handling your case but most
of the guys are pretty co-operative and they will
listen to your criticism. They are worth seeing.

NADER

continued from pa.ge 19

per cent faster." "Twenty- five per cent taster than
what?"
He said that hot dogs, even when marked "all
beef" are anything but all beef. Frankfurters contain, he said, cereal, fat, filler, miscellaneous debris
and substandard meat. When the meat portion,
often as little as 30 per cent, is beef, the frank may
legally be la belled "all beef."
Mr. Nader said chicken and ham are often
loaded with as much as 12 per cent water. "That's
the most expensive water you'll ever buy," Mr.
Nader said.
Turning to dog food, Mr. Nader described an,
exchange of letters between himself and officials of.
Ralston-Purina Company and the Al-Po Company.He said that the Ralston people had run an ad
claiming that their dog food was preferred by six
out of seven dogs. Wondering how the Checkerboard Square people knew this, he wrote a letter
to the president of R-P, inquiring as to how they
determined the puppies preference percentage.
A Ralston researcher wrote back that they had
conducted an experiment in their kennels with
seven hungry dogs and two bowls of dog food. The
bowls of dog food were placed on opposite sides of
a room. A door was opened and the seven hungry
canines ran in, six of them surrounding the bowl of
Purina Dog Chow and only one choosing "brand
X ", in this case Al-Po.
Mr. Nader wrote back asking if the Ralston peo-·
ple knew why this had happened. Back came the.
response that it was a proprietary trade secret.
Mr. Nader then related that given the right dogs
and the right scent, he was sure he could attract at
least six and possibly all seven dogs in a sample .
group. He then wrote to the preseident of JU-Po,
describing how he thought Ralston-Purina was engaging in deceptive advertising.Al-Po's president
wrote back, saying it wasn't his company's policy to
get involved in contradicting competitors claims. Mr. ·
Nader decried this fact of American business,
asking in effect, "who is going to blow the whistle
on deceptive practices if a a competitor won't?" Mr.
Nader's answer, of course, is his local Public Interest
Research Groups.
Before leaving the stage at Kleinhans, Mr. Nader
entertained several questions from the audience on
insurance rates and other topics, including a question on the topic which got his consumer-crusading
career started, the ill-fated Chevrolet Corvair.
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Circum lacum
WEDNESDAY , DEC EMBER 8

•

Local
Lectu re - " The University : The Hope of
American Society " Dr. Richard Bellman
guest speaker, Diefendorf Hall , Room
147, 8: 30pm.
-Lecture - Museum of Science, Fairchild
Travel talk : Okinawa by W.J . Summerskill, 2:30 p.m. Public Night : The planet
Saturn 7p.m .
-Concert - Creative Associate Recital III ,
Buffalo and Erie County Library, 8 :30
p.m.
-Concert - Music Glee Club; directed by
Robert Schultz, D'Youville Theater, 8
p.m.
-Film - " Battle of Algiers " Conference
Theate r, Norton Union , U.B., 6 p.m .
-Radio - " Musical Innovations" featuring
Pamela Gearhart , WBEN-FM, 9 :30 p.m .
Outside
-Art - Robert Doisneau Exhibition of
Photography ; Eastman House , Rochester,
through 3 January ; also Francis Frith Exhibition through 1 January .
-Theatre - " Light Up the Sky" Eva Gabor ;
O'Keefe Centre, Toronto , through 11 December .
-Theatre - " Appla1Jse" Royal Alexandra,
through 18 December.
THURSDAY , DECEMBER 9

•
:
'
'

•
•.

...

Campus
-Meeting - Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Meeting, Union 415 .
-Theatre - Casting Hall Production of
" Lysistrata" directed by Kenneth Bonnaffons, Upton Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m.
through 12 December.
Local
-Concert - U.B. Orchestra; Pamela' Gearhart , conductor, 8 :30 p .m. Baird Hall.
-Film - "Beauty and the Beast " (1946)
directed by Jean Cocteau, Diefendorf
147, SUNYAB, 8 p.m.
-Lecture - " Mathematics and Medicine"
presented by Dr . Richard Bellman,
Diefendorf Hall, SUNYAB, Room 145, 2
- p.m.
-Theatre - "The Me Nobody Knows " Studio Arena Theatre, a musical montage of
life in the inner city, through 2 January.

'

FRIDAY , DECEMBER 10

Campus
• -Student Union Board Coffee, Union Assembly Hall, 8 p.m.
-Film "The Holy Outlaws" and "Once

• COMPILED BY ANN SCHILL INGER

Upon A War " 7-11 p.m ., USG Assembly
Hall, $.50 admission to benefit Buffalo 5
Defense.
Local
-Concert - Graduate Recital ; Jacquelynne
Leonard, violinist , 8 :30 p.m., Baird Recital Hall .
-Film - " Z" starring Yves Montand , JeanLouis Trintigant, Irene Pappas ; Capen
Hall 140, U.B. Also 11 December.
-Film - " Ma Nuit Chez Maud" (My Night
at Maud 's} Jean Louis Trintignant , Norton Union, Conference Theater through
12 December.
-Concert - "The Nutcracker " Niagara
Frontier Ballet Company with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, 7 :30p.m.
Kleinhan 's Music Hall.
SATURDAY.DECEMBER II

Local
-Concert - Sha-Na-Na , Peace Bridge Exhibition Center, 8 :30 p.m.
-Concert - Junior Recital , David Sussman,guitar, 3 p.m . Baird Hall .
-Concert - U.B. Percussion Ensemble , Jan
Williams, 8 :30 p.m., Baird Hall, admission
charge .
SUNDAY , DECEMBER 12

Campus
-Film - " Blow-Up" Union Social Hall 6
and 8 p.m.
-Art - Niagara Frontier Folk Art Council,
Ukranian-American afternoon 3:30 p.m.
Polish-American evening 7 p.m. both in
Campus School Auditorium.
Local
-Video - "Brigadoon" Gene Kelly (1954)
12 noon WKBW-TV.
-Concert - U.B. Symphony Band, Frank
Cipolla, director, 8 :30 p .m. Goodyear
Hall.
-Concert - Evenings for New Music II ,
Lukas Foss, conductor ; Roger Shields,
Piano; Douglas Davis, cello, 8 :30 p.m.,
Albright-Knox Art Gailery.
-Concert - James Gang, Kleinhans Music
Hall 8 :30 p.m. tickets at Buffalo State
ticket office and at door.
-Concert Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra
presents "The Nutcracker" Kleinhans Music Hall, Young People's Concert, 2 p.m.
-Film - Visual Exposure Series, "The
Vanishing Eskimo Culture" 3 p.m .
-Lecture - "Sex, God and Death" third
part of a three part dialogue with Dr. Trevor Watt and Dr. Ram Desai, Erie Community College, Kittinger Hall J-100,
8 :15 p.m., $1.75.
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MONDAY , DECEMBERl3

Campus
-Mattachine Society of Niagara Frontier
will have a table in the Student Union to
familiarize students with the goals of the
Gay Community of Buffalo. Free litera ture .
-Film - "The Holy Outlaws" and " Once
Upon A War " 7-11 USG Assembly Hall ,
$.50 to benefit the Buffalo 5 Defense.
-Concert - Mother Earth with Keith Sykes
and Greased Lightening, Student Union
Social Hall , $1 .50 for students, $2.50 all
others, 7 and 10:30 p.m.
Local
-Film - " Passion of Joan of Arc " Diefencl ..xf 147 , U.B. 3 and 8 p.m.
-Film - "Jules and Jim" directed by Francis Truffaut ( 1961} Norton Union Conference Theater.
Outside
-Theatre - " Man of La Mancha" at
O'Keefe Center, Toronto ; through 18 December.
TUESDAY.DECEMBER 14

Campus
-Biology Seminar - " Who Killed La
Erie?" Communications Center-South ;
Professor H.G. Sebgbysch 4 :30 p.m.
Local
-Art - Auction sponsored by "Voice of
the Alchemist ," Kleinhans Music Hall,
Mary Seaton Room, 7 :30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY.DECEMBER IS

Campus
-Poetry Reading - Michael C. Flanigan for
the benefit of the Buffalo 5 Defense,
Newman Center, 8 p.m ., $2.00 donation.
Local
-Science - Museum of Science- Public
Night, Kellogg Observatory the planet Saturn, 7p.m.
THURSDAY,DECEMBERl6

Campus
-Meeting - Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship Meeting, Union 415.
Local
-Film - "Sylvie and the Phantom" (1945}
Diefendorf 147 8 p.m.
-Video - Phil Donahue Show- Sister Elizabeth McAlister discusses her indictment
with the Berrigan Brothers, 10:30 a.m.
WKBW-TV.
FRI DAY , DECEMBER I 7

Local
-Film - Roman Polanski Film FestivA
Norton Union Conference Theate'II"-'
"Rosemary's Baby" ; "Cul-de-Sac" on 18

h

December ; " A Knife in the Water" on 19
December.
-Science - Audubon Wildlife Film : "Gems
of Nature " by Burdette White , 8 :15 p.m.,
Museum of Science.
-Concert - U.B. Chamber Choir, Julius
Eastman , director Baird Hall , 8 :30 p.m.
SATURDAY , DECEMBER 18

Local
-Concer't - Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra presents the 17th Annual presentation
of Handel 's "Messiah" with Veronica
Tyler, Beverly Wolff, John McCollum and
Raymond Michalski, Kleinhan's Music
Hall, 8 :30 p.m.
-Hootenany - "Sounds of Peace" at
Unitarian Universalist Church at West
'Ferry, 8 p.m., $2.00 donation.
-Film - Museum of Science, "The Last
Command" (1928) and Laurel and Hardy
8 :15 p.m.
SUNDAY , DECEMBER19

Campus
-Biology Seminar - " Drugs and Chromesomes" Dr. Maimon Cohen, M.D . Communications Center-South, 4:30 p.m.
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 25

MERRY CHRISTMAS
Local

SUNDAY, JANUARY 2

Local
-Video - " A Renaissance Life, A Personal
View of Bernard Berenson" study of the
famed historian , 7 p.m., WNED-TV .
THURSDAY , JANUARY 6

Local
-Films - " M" with Peter Lorre - Al bnghtKnox Art Gallery, 8:30 p.m. also 7 January .
-Theatre - "I Remember Mama" Studio
Arena Theatre,musical.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 8

Local
-Film - "Sally of the Sawdust" with W.C.
Fields, Museum of Science, 8: 15 p.m.
SUNDAY, JANUARY 9

Local
-Video - " Zoom " televised excitement for
children , no adults appearing, every Sunday, 7 p.m. WNED - TV.
-Concert - Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra, directed by Mr . Rudel, Jesse Levine,
violinist, 2 p.m.
MONDAY, JANUARY 10

Local
-Film - "Rebecca" by Alfred Hitchcock, 8
p.m. at Studio Arena Theatre.

end, College Camp in Franklinville , $8
per person , make reservations early .
Local
-Concert • Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra present "Gilbert and Sullivan a la
Carte" 8:30 p.m. Kleinhans Music Hall.
Outside
-Concert - Eastman School of Music
University of Rochester presents Vladimir
Ashkenazy , pianist at Eastman Theatre
8 : 15 p.m. Admission charge.
MONDAY , JANUARY 17

Campus
-School begins.
Local
-Arts • New School of the Performing
Arts presents " Film '69· '70" discussion
on film criticism by Anthony Bannon ,
School Recreation Room, 66 Englewood ,
8p.m.
TUESDAY , JANUARY 18

Local
-Concert - Warsaw Quintet presented by
Buffalo Chamber Music Society , Mary
Seaton Room, Kleinhans Music Hall, 8 :30
p.m.

WEDNESDAY , JANUARY 12

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 26

Outside
-Theatre - "The Nutcracker" performed
by the National Ballet of Canada,
O'Keefe Centre, Toronto, through 1
January .
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31

Local
-Concert - New Year's Eve Rock Concert,
Buffalo Memorial Auditorium.

Local
-Video - " Politics 1972" a weekly report
on American politics and issues, WNED TV.
THURSDAY , JANUARY 13

Local
-Video - "Tigers an Act Without Words"
drama by Kendrew LaScelles, 8:30 p.m.
WNED-TV.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 14

Campus
-Special Golden Centennial Winter Week-

Ticket Agenci.e s
Buffalo State Ticket Office .
Norton Union Ticket Office
Buffalo Festival Ticket Office
Cricket Ticket Agency
Salsberg Ticket Agency . . .
Denton, Cottier & Daniels
Canisius College Ticket Office
Studio Arena Ticket Office . . .

.862-5531
.831-3704
.854-7173
.835-2828
.834-1600
.854-3910
.882-1111
.856-5650

Unitarian
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Church

FOR
THE BUFF ALO 5
Nciw until
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USG Elections

ZIG ZAG PRODUCTIONS Present
AW EVENING OF &OOD Ol.1> R<X:K 'n R'Oll with

SHA-NA-NA

DEC . 13 , 14 , 15

AND SYMBOL

MONDAY,

with new 4-way quadrasonic sound
grease up and join the gang prizes for the best greaser

TUESDAY , WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY, DEC. 11, 8·30 PM

UNION LOBBY

PEACE BRIDGE EXHIBITION CENTER

BE SURE TO VOTE

'Tickets $4 in Advance - S5 at Door
Tickets .. ule Buffalo State Ticket Office , Nortoo Union u. B., Falls tickets,

NIHtrle Plata, Niapra Falls, Buffalo Festini 'statler Hilton Lobby .
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NIAGARA UNIVERSITY

12/13/71

8:45 PM
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PROVIDENCE UNIVERSITY
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:

12/8/71

BRQApcAsJ JIME
7 :45 PM

WSCB 620 AM

WSCB has expanded its community service and feature reporting by adding Earth News to its
broadcast programming. Begining on Monday evening, December 6, and every evening thereafter,
WSCB will present three reports via Earth News every other hour.

:
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STRAIT magazine sale
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A once in a lifetime chance to save the cost of a
hard roll and a cup of coffee (almost) and
improve your head. Straiten out the New Year.
$2.50 for the semester, 8 issues.

